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Abstract

Dark matter remains one of the most intriguing mysteries of modern physics, and has
sparked numerous experimental efforts to uncover its particle nature. Direct detection
experiments using low threshold detectors in clean, underground environments to
look for nuclear recoils have proved to be an effective way to search for particle dark
matter. The PICO experiment is one such effort, operating bubble chambers with
fluorocarbon targets and offering unique sensitivity to spin dependent dark matter
scattering. This thesis describes the motivation behind PICO and then presents a new
retroreflector design for PICO-40L, the most recent PICO detector. The new design
gives improved optical coverage in the detector with fewer radioactive contaminants
than in PICO-60, the previous detector. The physics reach of future detectors is then
explored, with particular focus on the sensitivity to coherent neutrino scattering and
annual modulations within a dark matter signal. A new neutrino floor is calculated
using timing information, and the sensitivity to annual modulations of a dark matter
signal in the future PICO-500 detector is quantified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The mysterious nature of dark matter has been one of the most compelling problems
of modern astrophysics over the past century. Although numerous strides have been
made in understanding the astrophysical behaviour of dark matter, its particle nature
has so far remained elusive. Currently, one of the primary avenues for exploration
in the study of dark matter is in direct detection, in which various experimental
techniques are used to search for interactions between particles comprising the galactic
dark matter halo and the target material in a detector.
Direct detection experiments are designed to search for the well-motivated Weakly
Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) dark matter candidate. PICO is one such
experiment, which uses bubble chambers to identify nuclear recoils causing bubble nucleation in a superheated fluid, in principle, from WIMP interactions. The
PICO-60 detector, which operated in 2016 and 2017, set world-leading limits on spindependent interactions on the proton, though it encountered anomalous background
events caused by a water buffer in the detector. PICO-40L, the next phase of the
experiment, aims to eliminate these backgrounds by employing a new “right-side-up”
design.

2

In chapter 2, I first present an overview of the current understanding of dark
matter based on numerous forms of evidence. I then describe the motivation for
the WIMP candidate and direct detection searches, before detailing the principle
of operation of bubble chambers, and in particular, PICO dark matter detectors in
chapter 3. In chapter 4, I describe some of the design work undertaken to improve
the optical quality of images by employing a new retroreflector design. I also describe
the design of a new source tube to allow for better gamma calibration from inside the
pressure vessel.
Following a discussion of these design improvements, I turn in chapter 5 to the
physics reach of PICO-40L and the upcoming PICO-500 detector. I first determine
the sensitivity of the detector to coherent neutrino scattering backgrounds, and then
discuss a calculation of the neutrino floor for PICO detectors and how it can be
improved. In this chapter I also describe how the predicted annual modulation of a
dark matter signal can be exploited to improve the physics reach of the detector. I
conclude the chapter by describing how the method of determining discovery limits
from the previous chapter can be repurposed to set exclusion limits with new datasets.
In the final chapter, I summarize and present an outlook on the future work that
may result from what has been described in this thesis.

3

Chapter 2
Background

2.1

Evidence for Dark Matter

Perhaps the most convincing and oft-cited evidence for the existence of dark matter
is the dynamical behaviour of our own and other nearby galaxies. This is also the
way in which the existence of DM was first inferred.
In a talk in 1884, Lord Kelvin first noted that “many of our stars, perhaps a
great majority of them, may be dark bodies” after observing the velocity dispersion
of the stars orbiting the centre of the Milky Way and finding that the mass required
to maintain the motion he observed far exceeded the mass that one calculated by
accounting for the visible stars [1]. The term dark matter, or matière obscure in
the original French, was first used by Henri Poincaré in his discussion of Kelvin’s
observations [2].
In 1933, Fritz Zwicky applied the virial theorem to the Coma Cluster to estimate
its mass based on the motion of galaxies near the edge of the cluster [3]. He found
that the estimated mass of the cluster exceeded that explained by visible matter by a
factor of 400. While a significant portion of this discrepancy can be explained by the
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erroneous value of the Hubble constant Zwicky used in his calculations, his conclusion
that the visible matter accounts for the minority of the mass of the cluster still stands.
Since Zwicky’s observations, more detailed measurements of galactic dynamics
have provided further evidence for the existence of DM. These new forms of evidence
also shed light on the behaviour of this mysterious mass, allowing models of its particle
nature to be constrained.

2.1.1

Galaxy Rotation Curves

A more comprehensive understanding of the behaviour of DM arose from observations
of the rotation of spiral galaxies by Vera Rubin and colleagues in the 1960s and 1970s.
The existence of DM can be inferred by examining galactic rotation curves. At any
radius r from the galactic centre, the gravitational acceleration is expected to be
proportional to the mass enclosed within that radius, M (r). The expected rotational
velocity v at radius r is given by
r
v=

GM (r)
r

(2.1)

where G is Newton’s gravitational constant. At radii far from the galactic centre,
M (r) is observed to remain almost constant with radius. This results in the rotational
velocity far from the galactic centre dropping off as r−1/2 . Any significant deviation
from this must be explained either by a failure in the gravitational model or observed
mass distribution.
In 1970, Vera Rubin and Kent Ford published the rotation curve for the Andromeda Galaxy (M31) in which the rotation curve flattened out at large radii, in
contrast to the expected decrease with r−1/2 predicted from Newtonian gravity [4].
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After further observations, in 1980 they published data for an additional 21 galaxies, bringing awareness of the galactic rotation problem into the consciousness of the
physics community [5]. Figure 2.1 shows a sample rotation curve indicating the dis-

Figure 2.1: The rotation curve for NGC 6503 dwarf spiral galaxy from Ref. [6]. The
predicted rotation curves from the visible disk and DM halo alone are
also plotted.
crepancy. From these data, it could be concluded that the observed matter was unable
to explain the form of the rotation curves, and that the total matter expected from
the curves was roughly six times the visible matter in the galaxies. These observations
also suggest that the missing mass forms a halo with M (r) ∝ r.

2.1.2

Gravitational Lensing

There is additional evidence for the presence of DM obtained through gravitational
lensing studies. General relativity describes how the path of light travelling near
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a massive object can be bent by the gravitational field, a phenomenon known as
gravitational lensing. As the degree to which lensing occurs is dependent on the
mass of the object causing the lensing, gravitational lensing studies provide a way to
estimate the mass of large-scale structures.
Strong lensing occurs when distant galaxies are distorted into arcs due to some
massive object in the foreground. Abell 1689, a galaxy cluster nearly 2.2 billion light
years away, has been observed to cause gravitational lensing in numerous background
galaxies, as can be seen in the popular image taken by the Hubble space telescope
in Figure 2.2. In Abell 1689 and the numerous cases in which this has been studied,
the mass of the object causing the lens as predicted by the distortion geometry far
exceeds the mass that is accounted for by luminous matter alone [7].

Figure 2.2: An image of the galaxies comprising Abell 1689 captured by the Hubble
space telescope in yellow, clearly showing strong gravitational lensing of
galaxies in the background in red and blue [7].
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Weak lensing is not visually obvious in the way that strong lensing is, but can
nonetheless be statistically inferred by looking at the arrangement of background
objects lensed by a foreground mass. Gravitational lensing studies of the Bullet
Cluster, shown in Figure 2.3, indicate that the majority of the mass is concentrated at
two clumps near the outer edges of the cluster, contrary to X-ray observations showing
the hot gas near the centre. This can be explained by the collision of two clusters
of both visible matter and DM. The visible matter interacts electromagnetically, and
is therefore slowed significantly during the collision, whereas the DM interacts only
gravitationally and the clusters pass through one another unhindered [8]. This is one
of multiple notable results which cannot all be explained by a single modification of
the gravitational force law, but require the existence of DM [9].

Figure 2.3: Image of the Bullet Cluster with locations of X-ray emission shown in
pink and the mass distribution inferred from gravitational lensing shown
in blue. Image Credit: X-ray: NASA/CXC/M.Markevitch et al. Optical: NASA/STScI; Magellan/U.Arizona/D.Clowe et al. Lensing Map:
NASA/STScI; ESO WFI; Magellan/U.Arizona/D.Clowe et al.
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Structure Formation

Studies of large-scale structure formation provide additional evidence for the existence
of DM. Large-scale structures are known to have formed due to density perturbations
in an otherwise homogenous and isotropic universe, causing the coalescence of matter
into clusters of stars and galaxies [10]. As the early universe is known to have been
radiation dominated, any density perturbations in baryonic matter alone would be
washed out through constant interactions with the dominant radiation. Without
the presence of sufficient mass that did not interact with the dominant radiation, it
would not have been possible for the matter to condense into the nascent forms of
the structures visible today.

2.1.4

Cosmic Microwave Background

Studies of thermal anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) can also
provide evidence for the existence of DM. The origin of the CMB dates to the time
immediately following recombination, when the universe had cooled sufficiently to
allow nuclei and electrons to combine into neutral atoms. At this point, Thomson
scattering of the thermal radiation became insignificant, resulting in the universe becoming transparent for the first time. The CMB photons are the preserved remnants
of this surface of last scattering, and provide a window into the state of the universe at
early times. The CMB is a nearly isotropic surface at approximately 2.7K, but small
anisotropies on the scale of a few millikelvin hint at the role gravitational interactions
in DM played at the time of last scattering [11].
The power spectrum of the CMB, shown in Figure 2.4, shows the magnitude
of anisotropies on different angular scales which in turn are described by different
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mechanisms [12]. The height of the second peak constrains the amount of baryonic

Figure 2.4: The CMB power spectrum, showing the scale-dependent anisotropies in
the CMB, from Ref. [12].
matter, as an increase in baryonic matter results in higher pressures which resist
the clumping of matter, diminishing the height of the peak. The third peak can be
explained by DM, which does not interact with light and is therefore unaffected by
the pressure of radiation. The relative heights of the first three peaks can be used to
calculate the density of baryonic and DM. In 2018 the Planck collaboration published
the most recent results [13]:

Ωb h2 = 0.02242 ± 0.00014 and Ωc h2 = 0.11933 ± 0.00091

(2.2)

where Ωb and Ωc are the baryon and DM density parameters and h is the reduced
Hubble constant, thereby indicating that DM is more than five times more abundant
than baryonic matter.
These observations have led to what is currently considered to be the standard
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model of cosmology, the ΛCDM model. Λ is the cosmological constant representing
dark energy, which accounts for the accelerated expansion of the universe, and CDM
stands for cold dark matter, meaning matter that is both non-relativistic and nonbaryonic.

2.2

Dark Matter Candidates

There are multitudes of hypothesized DM candidates — far too many to discuss in
full here. Instead, I give an overview of the motivation behind the main class of
candidates currently searched for at direct detection experiments, followed by a brief
overview of a couple of alternative candidates.

2.2.1

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) have long been considered the most
probable DM candidate [14], although certain null results from direct detection experiments have called this into question. WIMPs are so named as they are thought
to interact with roughly the same coupling strength as weak interactions. The motivation for this is known as the WIMP Miracle — the curious result that when one
considers a particle in thermal equilibrium in the early universe, if its annihilation
cross section is of roughly the weak scale, the predicted relic abundance of the particle as it falls out of equilibrium closely matches the relic abundance observed by
the WMAP and Planck satellites. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5, which shows the
predicted relic abundance for various WIMP masses at interaction strengths corresponding to the weak, strong, and electromagnetic interactions, and the relationship
between the relic abundance and thermally-averaged annihilation cross section. For
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this reason, WIMPs are the principal object of many DM searches.
Approximate Relati nship Between Ωh 2 and ⟨σv⟩
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Figure 2.5: Left: scaled number density of DM over time in the early universe for
hσviweak = 2 × 10−26 cm3 s−1 , hσviem = 2 × 10−21 cm3 s−1 , and hσvistrong =
2 × 10−15 cm3 s−1 . The annihilation of DM falls out of equilibrium at different times depending on its thermally-averaged cross section, resulting
in different relic abundances. Right: the approximate relationship between the DM abundance and the thermally-averaged cross section. The
2018 result from Planck corresponds to hσvi = 2.1 × 10−26 cm3 s−1 [13].
Many WIMP candidates are well-motivated by supersymmetric theories. Supersymmetric (SUSY) DM is an appealing solution as it not only explains the particle
nature of DM, but resolves the hierarchy problem, the Higg’s boson mass fine-tuning
problem, and unifies the strong and electroweak forces. The lightest particle in SUSY
models, the neutralino, is a neutral, stable, Majorana fermion expected to interact
only weakly, and is therefore an attractive DM candidate, though evidence of such a
particle has so far been absent in collider searches [15].
2.2.2

Other Potential Candidates

Other particles whose conception is motivated by existing problems elsewhere in
physics have been postulated to comprise part or all of the DM. The strong CP
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problem — the fact that CP violation has never been observed in the strong interaction, but according to the Standard Model (SM) should be natural — has led to the
formulation of Peccei-Quinn theory, which requires the existence of the axion, a new
particle. Axions and axion-like particles (ALPs) have been considered potential DM
candidates and are now being investigated in laboratory searches [16].
Sterile neutrinos, or non-interacting neutrinos with right-handed chirality, represent an alternate candidate for DM [17]. Other possibilities include dark sectors that
interact with the SM sector predominantly via gravity. Mirror DM describes a particular case in which each SM particle has a mirror partner, all of which interact among
themselves as in the SM, but couple only weakly to the SM sector via some small
mixing parameter [18]. Many of these alternative candidates could be detected using
the same technology as that aimed at detecting WIMP DM, as will be described in
the following section.

2.3

Detecting Dark Matter

There are three large categories of experiment attempting to detect DM and understand its particle nature. To illustrate this, consider a generic Feynman diagram with
some unknown interaction involving two DM particles, χ, and two SM particles as
in Figure 2.6. First, consider the time axis moving from left to right, indicating that
the DM annihilates to produce two SM particles. This process is expected to occur
in regions where DM collects at high densities, such as in the core of stars. Observing
the SM particles resulting from these interactions is known as indirect detection, and
represents one category of experiment. Now, consider time moving from right to left,
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Figure 2.6: A generic interaction of some DM particle χ with some SM particle. Looking at this interaction along different time axes gives a full picture of the
interactions between DM and the SM that can be explored through experiment.
indicating that two SM particles annihilate to produce DM particles. This production of DM is expected to occur at high energies such as in those TeV-scale collisions
produced at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and represents the second category of
experiment, searches for DM production at colliders.
Finally, consider instead that time moves from top to bottom. The interaction
described in this case shows a DM particle scattering off some SM particle. In order
to detect this, one would have to see an addition of energy to the SM particle in the
form of a recoil. This category of experiment, called direct detection, will be the focus
of the following section.

2.4

Direct Detection

Direct detection searches use low-background detectors to search for collisions between
DM particles and target nuclei, resulting in some deposition of energy in a target.
As these events are expected to be rare and produce low-energy recoils, searches are
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usually conducted at underground laboratories where the rock overburden provides
significant shielding from cosmogenic radiation which would otherwise drown out the
signal. Radiopure detector components are used to further minimize potential background contamination from nearby radioactive decays. Shielding surrounding the
detectors further minimizes backgrounds from the surrounding laboratory. This type
of background mitigation is essential as background events can mimic the experimental signature of a DM signal.

2.4.1

Expected Event Rate

Given that the DM is expected to take the form of a particle of some mass Mχ ,
distributed with some density ρχ and some velocity distribution f (~v , ~vearth ), we can
calculate the expected spectrum of recoil energies detected by some detector on Earth.
One can show that the expected recoil energy of an atomic target when a DM particle
scatters off a nucleus of mass MA at some angle θ is given by:

ER =

µ2A v 2
(1 − cos θ)
MA

where θ is the scattering angle in the centre of mass frame, µA =

(2.3)

MA Mχ
MA +Mχ

is the reduced

mass of the system, and v is the velocity of the incoming WIMP. Equivalently, a
WIMP of mass Mχ moving non-relativistically at velocity v has a kinetic energy of
θ
E0 = 12 Mχ v 2 , and produces a recoil energy of ER = E0 r 1−cos
where r is a kinematic
2

factor defined as:
r=

4µ2A
Mχ MA

(2.4)
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From the definition of r and µA , one can see that 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, and when Mχ = MA
then r = 1 and the recoil energy is maximal.
To compute the recoil spectrum over the full range of recoil energies to which a
particular detector is sensitive, recoils caused by DM of varying velocity and scattering angle must be considered. This depends on the local density and velocity
distribution of DM. Typically, one assumes that the DM is isotropically distributed
in a spherical halo encompassing the galaxy, known as the Standard Halo Model
(SHM). While certain features of the observed DM distribution are not captured by
this rather simplistic model, it nonetheless establishes a convention with which to
compare various direct detection experimental results [19].
DM in the Milky Way is typically assumed to obey a Maxwellian velocity distribution [20]:
2

e(−~v+~vearth )
f (~v , ~vearth ) =
k

/v02

(2.5)

where v0 is the local circular velocity and k is a normalization factor. This equation
accounts for the relative motion of the Earth and the DM by adding the Earth’s velocity, ~vearth , to the velocity of the DM, ~v , both with respect to the galactic centre. As
is described further in chapter 5, ~vearth can be taken as time-dependent, incorporating
the relative motion of the Earth and the sun, and even the detector and the Earth’s
centre of mass, resulting in modulations in the DM signal. Typically, however, ~vearth
is treated as constant with time, as accounting for the complex relative motion of
the Earth and DM at every time in which data is collected complicates the analysis
significantly for variations that affect the event rate less than the uncertainty on the
SHM parameters.
As the DM is taken to be non–self-interacting and is gravitationally bound to the
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galaxy, any DM particles with velocities exceeding the escape velocity of the galaxy
should not be present. For this reason, a cut-off is imposed on the DM velocity
distribution at the galactic escape velocity, vesc .
The remaining element in computing the recoil energy spectrum of DM scattering
off targets on Earth is the differential interaction cross section. For a particular recoil
energy ER , the interaction cross section can be described as [21]:
σ0W N
dσW N
= 2 2 F 2 (q)
dER
4µA v

(2.6)

where σ0W N is the WIMP-nucleus scattering cross section at zero momentum transfer. In this equation, the energy dependence has been separated out into the nuclear
form factor F 2 (q). The form factor is the Fourier transform of the spatial density
distribution of the scattering sites in the target nucleus, where q is the momentum
transfer from the incident particle to the target nucleus. For spin-independent interactions, the Helm form factor is often used, whereas for spin-dependent interactions,
the thin-shell approximation with the zeros of the Bessel function filled is more accurate [22, 20]. At low momentum transfer, however, the form factor is close to 1 in
both cases so it is often neglected. The momentum transfer is related to the recoil
√
energy by q = 2MA ER .
The zero-momentum cross section can be written as a sum of a spin-independent
term and a spin-dependent term:

σ0W N =

4µ2A
32G2F µ2A J + 1
[Zfp + (A − Z) fn ]2 +
(ap hSp i + an hSn i)2
π
π
J

(2.7)

Here, A, Z, and J are the mass number, atomic number, and total spin of the
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nucleus. hSp i and hSn i are the expectation values of the proton and neutron spins
within the nucleus respectively. GF is the fermi constant and fp and fn (ap and an ) are
the effective couplings to the proton and neutron, respectively, for spin-independent
(spin-dependent) interactions.
In the cases where fp ≈ fn , as in many models, the spin-independent term can
be written as the product of the cross section for scattering on a single nucleon, σSI ,
and a term which contains the dependence on the target material.

σ0W N,SI = σSI

µ2A 2
A
µ2n

(2.8)

where µn is the reduced mass for scattering on a single nucleon. As σSI is independent
of the target, it can be used to compare results from models and experiments from
different targets. Direct detection experiments searching for spin-independent interactions typically report 90% confidence level exclusion limits on this cross section for
a particular Mχ , tracing out familiar exclusion curves in the cross section and mass
parameter space. Likewise, models of DM predict some relationship between Mχ and
σSI that can be compared directly to experimental results.
For spin-dependent scattering, the scaling with A2 is not present, since the contributions from nucleons with opposite spins cancel. As a result, the cross section
depends instead on the net spin of the nucleus. Furthermore, the coupling between
protons and neutrons often cancel, so to set limits on the interactions on protons, the
coupling to neutrons is assumed to be zero, and vice-versa. Again, we can factor out
the target material dependence, leaving a spin-dependent cross section for scattering
on the proton or neutron that can be compared across multiple experiments. This
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gives:
σ0W N,SDp = 4hSp i2

J +1
σSDp
3J

(2.9)

with σSDp = 24GF µ2p a2p /π for scattering on the proton. This description allows us to
see the motivation behind searching for spin-dependent scattering with targets of a
relatively low atomic mass like fluorine. For a WIMP of a given mass, the experiments
with the best reach for spin-dependent interactions are those with the largest hSp i or
hSn i. While some high-A targets like xenon — those that are most sensitive to spinindependent scattering — also have enough isotopes with an odd number of nucleons
to provide some sensitivity to spin-dependent scattering, targeted spin-dependent
searches often take advantage of lighter targets with an odd-number of protons or
neutrons in their most abundant isotopes. While xenon is seen as one of the best
targets for spin-independent scattering, it is currently less competitive than fluorine
targets for spin-dependent scattering on the proton. Argon, another of the most
common targets, has virtually no sensitivity to spin-dependent interactions.
The differential event rate can be calculated in units of events per target mass per
time per energy using:
ρχ
dR
(ER ) =
dER
MA Mχ
where vmin =

Z

vesc

vmin

dσW N
vf (~v , ~vearth ) dv
dER

(2.10)

p
(2ER / (rMχ )) is the minimum WIMP velocity required to produce a

recoil event of energy ER . This recoil spectrum is accurate for an ideal detector with
perfect energy resolution, but for a realistic detector the detector response should be
included. For detectors without energy resolution, equation 2.10 can be integrated
from the energy threshold to infinity to compute the total expected rate.
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When used later in this work, the expected DM scattering event rates are computed using the dmdd Python module with the SHM parameters ρχ = 0.3 GeV/cm3 ,
vearth = 232 km/s, v0 = 220 km/s, and vesc = 544 km/s [23, 24]. The form factors
and nuclear responses described in the effective field theory treatment are used to
compute spin-dependent couplings for fluorine [25]. Sample recoil spectra for a few
WIMP masses scattering on fluorine are shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Recoil energy spectra for a selection of WIMP masses undergoing spindependent scattering on fluorine with σSDp = 10−42 cm2 , ρχ = 0.3
GeV/cm3 , vearth = 232 km/s, v0 = 220 km/s, and vesc = 544 km/s. The
detector is assumed to have a mass of 100 kg and an energy threshold of
3 keV.

2.4.2

Detector Technologies

A myriad of methods have been developed for direct detection searches encompassing a range of technologies. Broadly, however, direct detection experiments can use
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any combination of three main techniques: ionization, heat deposition, and scintillation, as shown in Figure 2.8. Of the various combinations, a few have emerged as
leading in specific search areas. Currently, the best limits at medium to high DM
masses are all set by liquid noble gas dual-phase time projection chambers, detectors
which rely on two signals — scintillation and ionization — that are read out in the
liquid and gas phases of the detectors, respectively. These signals can be used to
determine event position, energy, and to discriminate electron recoils from nuclear
recoils. These detectors can be operated with both xenon (as in LUX, XENON, and
PandaX) and argon (as in DarkSide), with multiple advantages and disadvantages to
each technology, though current world-leading limits in spin-independent scattering
are all set by xenon experiments [26, 27, 28, 29]. Other experiments have achieved

Figure 2.8: The three broad categories of direct detection experimental techniques,
from Ref. [30].
good sensitivity to low mass DM using ionization and heat deposition. Cryogenic
searches using germanium crystals have demonstrated excellent energy resolution at
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low thresholds, making them ideal for low mass searches (as in CoGeNT) [31]. Discrimination between electron recoils and nuclear recoils can be achieved by reading
out phonon excitations in the crystals in addition to the ionization signal (as in SuperCDMS) [32, 33]. Spherical proportional counters (such as in NEWS-G) also have
excellent sensitivity to a range of DM masses due to the variety of targets that can
be used, though they typically focus on low mass DM as the detectors have not been
demonstrated on large enough scales to be competitive at higher DM masses [34].
Depositions of energy causing heat spikes are also the working principle of bubble
chambers, as in PICO. This will be described in much more detail in the following
chapter.

2.4.3

Exclusion Limits

The experiments mentioned above, and many others, are typically compared in terms
of their physics reach by their ability to exclude regions of the cross section and mass
parameter space when few or no events are detected. The standard in the field is to
report the lowest cross section that can be excluded at 90% confidence over a range
of WIMP masses. These exclusions trace out recognizable checkmark-like curves in
the mass and cross section parameter space, thereby sectioning off those areas that
have already been probed and showing the remaining space to be explored. Given a
particular dataset that may or may not contain background events, the question of
how exclusion limits may be set is therefore an essential one to answer.
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Limits Using Poisson Statistics
The simplest case of no background events can be treated with a simple application
of Poisson statistics. For each WIMP mass, one must find the cross section at which
it can be said that if DM existed at that cross section, one or more events would have
been seen in the detector 90% of the time. In other words, the cross section that
results in 2.3 expected events for the given threshold and exposure must be found,
since the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a Poisson distribution at one
event with µ = 2.3 is 0.1. To calculate this, one simply needs to find the expected
number of events per cross section for the detector by integrating the WIMP recoil
spectrum from a threshold to infinity for a particular threshold and cross section, and
then scale the cross section appropriately to get 2.3 expected events.
If there are few events in the data, Poisson statistics can still be used, although
more sophisticated statistical techniques can provide stronger limits. For N observed
events, the lowest cross section which can be excluded at 90% confidence is that
−1
which results in 12 Fχ−1
2 (0.9, 2N + 2) expected events, where Fχ2 is the CDF of the
1

1

chi-squared distribution [35].

The Maximum Gap Method
If all observed events are assumed to be backgrounds and are expected to differ
from the DM signal in some parameter, such as recoil energy, the maximum gap and
optimum interval methods are better alternatives to Poisson statistics [36]. For this
method, one needs a predicted event rate spectrum over said parameter. Integrating
any range over this spectrum gives the expected number of events in that range. The
range in which the greatest number of events was expected where none were observed
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is called the maximum gap. It is this region in which the discrepancy between the
expected and actual number of events is largest for a particular cross section, and
therefore considering this region alone provides the best exclusion limit.
To set an exclusion limit at 90% confidence for a given dataset, as is the standard in
the field, one must find the cross section for each WIMP mass at which the maximum
gap for a random experiment would give fewer expected events 90% of the time. The
confidence level of an exclusion, C0 , is given in terms of the size of the maximum gap,
x, and the expected number of events in the gap, µ.


m
X
k
(kx − µ)k e−kx
1+
C0 (x, µ) =
k!
µ − kx
k=0

(2.11)

where m is the greatest integer less than µ/x. Setting the C0 = 0.9 and solving
equation 2.11 for µ allows the cross section that can be excluded at 90% confidence
to be determined.

The Optimum Interval Method
A more powerful technique for setting limits in the presence of background events
considers not only gaps where no events are found, but those gaps in which there is
a large discrepancy between the expected number of events and the actual number
of events [37]. In this more complicated case, the confidence level in the interval
containing n events, called Cn (x, µ), can be calculated for all intervals of all n. The
maximum, CMax , then identifies the optimum interval which should be considered for
the best exclusion. To set an actual 90% exclusion limit, the cross section must be
adjusted until the value of CMax for the dataset is greater than in 90% of experiments
with the same cross section. In practice, one can compute CMax for various values
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of µ until it falls on a predetermined curve representing the values of CMax that are
greater than in 90% of random experiments with that particular value of µ. Figure
2.9 shows this curve for a range of values of µ.
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Figure 2.9: The confidence level required to set a 90% exclusion limit for a given
number of expected events in the optimum interval. To find the cross
section at the exclusion limit, one tries various values of µ and adjusts
the guess until the value of CMax lies on this curve.
While this method is sufficient in the presence of some unknown backgrounds in
the data, if the background spectrum is well understood, other methods are better
suited to setting exclusion limits. One such method is described in section 5.7.
2.4.4

Current Status of Dark Matter Searches

Despite continual searching for the past three decades, no experiment has yet made a
conclusive discovery of DM. The region of the parameter space in which a detection
may lie has therefore shrunk considerably, although well-motivated WIMP models
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still provide compelling reasons to believe that a discovery may be made in the yetuntouched parameter space in the near future. Figure 2.10 shows the status of DM
searches in the spin-dependent and spin-independent sectors as of early 2019 [38].

Figure 2.10: The DM parameter space showing the best exclusions as of early 2019
in spin-dependent coupling to the proton (top) and spin-independent
coupling (bottom) taken from Ref. [38].
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Chapter 3
The PICO Experiment

3.1

The PICO Program

The PICO collaboration was formed upon the merger of two separate projects both
using similar technology to search for dark matter. The Chicagoland Observatory for
Underground Particle Physics (COUPP) was an experiment using bubble chambers
to search for dark matter based at Fermilab [39]. In Canada, the Project in Canada
to Search for Supersymmetric Objects (PICASSO) experiment was using superheated
freon droplets suspended in a gel to search for dark matter, with piezoelectric sensors
on the detector to capture the acoustic signal produced by bubble formation [40].
The merger of these two projects to form PICO (named by combining the first two
letters of each experiment) allowed for the complementary techniques to be combined
into better detectors [41].
The first such detector, called PICO-2L, operated at SNOLAB, the laboratory
located 2 km underground in Vale’s Creighton Mine near Sudbury, Ontario, with a
2.9 kg active mass and a C3 F8 target. At the time, PICO-2L set world-leading limits
on the WIMP-proton cross section [42]. Using C3 F8 instead of CF3 I, as had been
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previously used in COUPP, improved the electron recoil rejection and increased the
sensitivity to spin-dependent interactions on the proton. PICO-60 followed PICO-2L,
employing a design largely similar to PICO-2L, but with an increased active volume
and improved optics. The first run used CF3 I as a target, and the following runs used
C3 F8 , setting world-leading limits on the spin-dependent interaction on the proton.
The complete exposure combining the two C3 F8 runs was published in July 2019,
again setting world-leading limits [43].
In this chapter, I will first introduce bubble chambers and describe the principle
of operation. I will use the design of PICO-60 to illustrate operation specifically in
PICO detectors, at the same time describing the shortcomings and motivating the
new design to be employed for PICO-40L, the newest detector.

3.2

Bubble Chambers

The bubble chamber was invented by Donald Glaser in 1952, an invention which
earned him the 1960 Nobel Prize in physics [44]. Bubble chambers operate on a
simple principle, that fluids enter a metastable state when superheated, and phase
transitions to the stable gaseous state can be triggered by energy depositions from
particles interacting in the detector. Figure 3.1 shows the Gibb’s potential of a fluid
plotted with respect to density [45]. For a fixed temperature, the different contours of
constant pressure indicate that as the pressure decreases a potential minimum gradually appears at lower density, representing the gaseous phase. There is a potential
barrier, however, that prevents the fluid from transitioning into the stable state. As
the pressure is decreased further, and therefore the level of superheat increases, the
energy required to cause this phase transition decreases. From this figure, it is clear
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that the threshold energy can be decreased by decreasing the pressure of the fluid under constant temperature. In principle, to calculate the threshold at which this phase

Figure 3.1: Gibb’s potential with respect to density for a fluid from Ref. [45]. As the
pressure decreases, a potential minimum in the liquid region appears and
the fluid becomes superheated.
transition should occur, one should have to calculate only the height of the potential
barrier. In practice, however, this is complicated by the fact that the energy required
to overcome the potential barrier is made up of a combination of heat deposition,
work done during expansion, and energy from the internal degrees of freedom of the
fluid. In addition, the locality of energy depositions affects the probability of bubble
nucleation, so the distance or number of interaction sites over which the energy is
deposited must be taken into account. In general, the condition for bubble formation
can be described by equation 3.1:

Pb − Pl =

2σ
rc

(3.1)
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where Pb and Pl are the pressures in the bubble and surrounding liquid respectively,
and σ is the surface tension of the bubble of critical radius rc . The critical radius
defines the minimum size for a viable bubble to continue expanding, rather than collapsing under surface tension. While equation 3.1 describes the general conditions for
bubble formation, the specific nucleation mechanism for any particular instance will
depend on the nature of the interaction causing the nucleation, which itself depends
on the type of particle interacting. Here, we will consider the two nucleation mechanisms that must be studied to understand bubble nucleation in PICO detectors with
C3 F8 targets.
Nuclear Recoils
The nucleation method of primary interest is a nuclear recoil, as it is the nucleation
method expected from interactions of WIMP dark matter in the detector. It is also
the nucleation mechanism with which neutrons interact, meaning that neutron interactions are expected to be indistinguishable from WIMP interactions. The salient
difference is that while neutrons frequently scatter multiple times, causing multiple
nucleation sites within the chamber, WIMPs are expected to scatter only once due
to the infinitesimal interaction cross section. This means that events in which multiple bubbles form can be identified as neutron backgrounds. While it is impossible
to identify any one particular single bubble event as a neutron scatter in a WIMP
search, any significant upward deviation from the expected ratio of single to multiple
bubble events determined from neutron calibration data indicates some additional
non-neutron signal.
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Traditionally, the energy threshold considered for bubble nucleation in a superheated fluid was calculated using the Seitz heat-spike model [46]. The Seitz threshold
is given as:
QSeitz ≈

4πrc2



∂σ
σ
−T
3
∂T


+

4π 3
r ρb (hb − hl )
3 c

(3.2)

A detailed derivation of this equation can be found in Ref. [47]. In this equation,
T is the temperature of the fluid, ρb is the density of the gas, and hb and hl are the
specific enthalpies of the bubble and liquid, respectively. The first term describes
the energy required to balance the surface tension σ around the proto-bubble and
the second term describes the latent heat required to boil the volume of fluid within
the critical radius rc of the proto-bubble. The Seitz threshold describes the recoil
energy required in order for the recoils to cause nucleations in the detector, albeit
at very low efficiency, though the efficiency increases with recoil energy. By fitting
calibration data using Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations, the efficiency curve for
the detector can be determined. A sample for the two PICO-60 operating thresholds
of 3.29 keV and 2.45 keV is shown in Figure 3.2.

Electron Recoils
One of the most attractive features of bubble chambers as particle detectors is that
they are virtually insensitive to nucleations by electron recoils (ER). At the operating
threshold of the PICO-60 detector, the ER rejection factor was on the order of 1010 .
As the threshold is lowered, however, the ER rejection power decreases rapidly. This
limits the utility of bubble chambers as very low threshold detectors. Typically, the
probability per interaction of an ER nucleation is given as some exponential function
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Figure 3.2: Best fit efficiency curves for bubble nucleations in PICO-60 from [43].
of pressure and temperature:
P = Ae−Bf (P,T )

(3.3)

Prior COUPP and PICO detectors used CF3 I as the primary target. For CF3 I detectors, setting f (P, t) = QSeitz proved to be an effective description of the ER rejection
power at a given threshold. For C3 F8 detectors, however, this treatment does not
have the same predictive utility, as shown in Figure 3.3. A new semi-empirical model
of nucleation by ER is described in detail in Ref. [47]. This new model replaces the
old model with one that is much more predictive, and additionally gives some useful
direction as to how ER events can be minimized in PICO detectors.
In nuclear recoils, as the previous section describes, the threshold energy is determined by summing the latent heat of vaporization of the bubble volume to the
surface energy and the reversible work of expansion. In what is being termed the
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Figure 3.3: The previous model of bubble nucleation by electron recoils (black line)
shown in comparison to datasets from C3 F8 chambers [47].
ionization nucleation mechanism, rather than the total energy required for nucleation
being deposited as a heat spike, some of the energy required is taken from the internal
degrees of freedom of the fluid. The ionization threshold is given by:

Eion ≈

4πrc2



∂σ
σ
−T
3
∂T


+

4π 3
r Pb
3 c

(3.4)

where Pb is the pressure in the bubble and the first term is the surface energy, as before, but the second term describes the total work done by the liquid reservoir during
the expansion. In this nucleation mechanism, the heat cost of vaporization is taken
instead from the surrounding fluid. This new mechanism allows for an alternative
description of the nucleation probability in C3 F8 .
Rather than describing the probability of a nucleation per photon interaction, in
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the new model, the probability considered is that per unit of energy deposited. Instead
of using the Seitz threshold as the relevant function of pressure and temperature, we
consider the ionization stopping power; that is, the ionization energy threshold over
length and density terms that are dependent on the fluid considered.
Figure 3.4 shows how contours of constant ionization stopping power and Seitz
threshold are dependent on pressure and temperature. This plot illustrates a key
takeaway from the new ER nucleation model. With decreasing pressure, the nuclear
recoil (Seitz) threshold decreases faster than the ER (ionization) threshold. This
means that when operating at a given Seitz threshold, ER rejections will be maximal
at lower pressures. Therefore, when setting a particular Seitz threshold, the pressure
should be set as low as is achievable and the temperature set accordingly. Figure 3.5
shows the much improved predictive power of the ER model over the previous model.

3.3

The PICO-60 Detector

Figure 3.6 shows the PICO-60 detector with key components labelled. In this section,
a few key detector components and their operation will be discussed.

3.3.1

Active Volume

The active volume in PICO-60 is contained within a polished synthetic quartz jar to
prevent wall nucleations from irregularities in the jar surface. The pressure in the
jar can be adjusted by compressing stainless-steel bellows above the top opening of
the jar, the outside of which is under the pressure inside the outer pressure vessel.
Slow expansions allow for the fluid to be put into a metastable state, while fast
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Figure 3.4: Contours of constant Seitz threshold in black and ionization stopping
power in red. Previous datasets are included with the colour bar showing
the nucleation probability according to the new model [47].
compressions return the fluid to its liquid state and recompress any bubbles that may
have formed. To prevent nucleations caused by alpha decays in the stainless steel,
the fluid is separated from the bellows by a water buffer layer which floats on top of
the active volume. This ensures that the only contact made with the active fluid is
from the smooth quartz jar and the water, in theory preventing spurious events.

3.3.2

Pressure Vessel

The active volume is contained within a stainless steel pressure vessel filled with
hydraulic fluid. Changing the pressure in the hydraulic fluid therefore changes the
pressure applied to the bellows, causing them to expand or contract and propagating the pressure change to the active volume. The pressure vessel has a diameter of
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Figure 3.5: Datasets for C3 F8 chambers plotted according to the new model of electron recoil bubble nucleation, where the x-axis is the ionization stopping
power and the y-axis is the probability of producing a bubble nucleation
with that energy loss [47]. Datasets from chambers that previously operated with CF3 I and had residual residual iodine contamination require
an additional nucleation mechanism to explain, described in detail in Ref.
[47], and are not shown here.
24 inches to provide enough distance from the active volume to prevent radioactive
decays in the stainless steel from causing background events in the detector. Four
viewports are arranged in two rows and two columns to allow cameras to capture images of the detector from multiple positions. The hydraulic fluid has to be transparent
at all operating temperatures in order to allow the inner volume to be photographed.
The pressure vessel sits inside a water tank that provides shielding and doubles as a
muon veto, described further in section 3.4.
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Figure 3.6: Labelled diagram of the PICO-60 detector from Ref [43].
3.3.3

Optical Data

Four Basler cameras positioned at the pressure vessel viewports capture images of the
active volume. To ensure the images are properly illuminated, an LED ring surrounds
each camera and a retroreflector is placed around the jar opposite the cameras. This
ensures that light from the LEDs is returned in the direction of emission, ideally
providing uniform illumination across the images.
When a bubble forms in the detector, it significantly diminishes the passage of
light, making it clearly visible as a darkened region. This allows for bubbles to be
detected by checking for changes in image entropy, which is essentially the information
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content of the image and is therefore related to the total amount of light collected.
A more thorough description of the triggering algorithm can be found in section 4.2.
Figure 3.7 shows a multi-bubble event seen from all four cameras in PICO-60.

Figure 3.7: A multi-bubble event caused by a scattering neutron in PICO-60 shown
in all four cameras.

3.3.4

Acoustic Data

Piezoelectric sensors placed in a ring around the outside of the jar capture the acoustic
signal produced by bubbles forming. Initial studies of the acoustic signal produced
in the PICASSO experiment described the acoustic signal as a spike resulting from
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the explosive formation of a bubble, followed by oscillations due to ringing of the
bubble as its shape oscillates and is damped into a sphere [48]. It was noted at
this time that the acoustic signal produced by alpha particles was significantly larger
than those produced by nuclear recoils. The difference in amplitude between the
signals allows for discrimination with high accuracy. By selecting a frequency band,
integrating the acoustic signal over that band, and then correcting for bubble position,
the acoustic parameter (AP) can be constructed. Applying a cut on AP allows for
alpha discrimination at better than 99% [49]. To set an unbiased cut on AP for WIMP
search data, the acoustic data is blinded until after all other analysis cuts have been
made. Figure 3.8 shows the acoustic data from the PICO-60 C3 F8 WIMP search run
at 2.45 keV, indicating that the vast majority of observed events during WIMP runs
are alpha decays. In PICO-60, a neural network was developed as an alternative to
Neutron
Neutron + γ
WIMP search

Counts
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Figure 3.8: A histogram of AP from the PICO-60 C3 F8 2.45 keV WIMP search run.
The WIMP search data in red shows multiple peaks corresponding to
alphas of different energies at high AP, along with 3 candidate events
that survive the AP cut.
the simple AP cut in order to provide a more robust method of selecting for nuclear
recoil events without the dependence on detector systematics [49]. More recently,
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two new machine learning techniques were developed and applied to the data, and
replicated the acoustic parameter at a mean of 97% accuracy [50].
Molecular dynamics simulations have recently been used by the PICO collaboration to understand the mechanism by which alpha decays cause bubble nucleations
[51]. It was found that the emitted acoustic power scales with the surface area of the
vaporized region in which energy deposition initially occurred. Alphas deposit energy
over much longer distances (typically 50 µm) than nuclear recoils (typically 50 nm),
causing a long radiating cylinder of vaporized fluid and resulting in a much greater
release of acoustic energy.

3.4

Background Discrimination

Like all DM searches, PICO detectors have numerous forms of background events
to contend with. These include events produced indirectly by cosmic rays, such as
muons and muon-induced neutrons. While cosmogenic radiation provides a serious
impediment to direct detection on the earth’s surface, underground labs provide sufficient shielding as to render these backgrounds mere inconveniences. At SNOLAB,
the 6010 metre water equivalent rock overburden reduces the muon flux by a factor
of greater than 5 × 107 [52]. Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) can be used to veto
muon events that produce Cherenkov light in the water tank before interacting in the
detector.
Radiogenic sources are much more difficult to deal with, and are best minimized
by operating within a clean lab and carefully regulating the radiopurity of all detector
components. Minimizing the uranium and thorium content of all stainless steel, of
which much of the detector is made, significantly reduces the expected number of
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events from radiogenic neutrons. One drawback of operating in a mine, however, is
that the uranium and thorium content in the rock results in a higher concentration of
radon in the air. This emphasizes the need to minimize the time which key detector
components, such as the quartz jar, are exposed to the air. Radon decays near the
surface of the jar can cause long-lived alpha-emitters to be deposited on the surface.
As described above, alpha decays causing nucleations in the chamber can be cut
from the data with near-perfect efficiency using the acoustic parameter. However, as
each nucleation results in a compression during which time the detector is inactive,
the livetime of the detector will be impacted by alpha decays. Neutron backgrounds
pose a more significant problem, as single-bubble events are indistinguishable from
scattering DM. Multiple bubble events can be cut from the data as DM is expected
to scatter only once in the detector volume, though single-bubble events are still
the most common event produced by neutron backgrounds. The expected ratio of
single- to multiple-bubble events can be used to infer the likelihood that single-bubble
candidates were produced by neutron backgrounds.

3.5

PICO-40L

PICO-60 finished collecting data and was decommissioned in June of 2017. At that
time, the design and construction phase was well underway on the next detector,
called PICO-40L. Beginning in the fall of 2018, detector components were transported
underground and the commissioning process commenced. Following testing of the
pressure system without the inner components, the full detector was assembled. In
July 2019, the detector was filled with the target fluid — a 58.5 kg active volume of
C3 F8 — and the first expansions were performed.
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To eliminate many of the problems encountered during the operation of PICO-60,
the design of the active volume was modified for PICO-40L. A number of problems
with the PICO-60 C3 F8 runs were traced to the water buffer layer. Unlike CF3 I, C3 F8
was observed to form emulsions in the water buffer. When these emulsions coalesce
within the bulk volume of the C3 F8 , energy is released which can nucleate bubbles.
Additionally, excess events were observed at the interface between the water buffer
and jar walls. Although these events were outside the fiducial volume of the detector
and could be easily cut from the WIMP search, the reduction in livetime and effect
on the detector threshold necessitated changes to the design [53]. For these reasons,
a new design without a water buffer was chosen for PICO-40L.
In addition to the water layer, the orientation of the detector apparatus posed
its own set of problems. While the water layer separated the active fluid from the
stainless steel bellows and thereby prevented spurious events from alpha decays in the
stainless steel, it did not prevent nucleations caused by particulates from the stainless
steel getting into the active volume. As the bellows moved constantly, and were
situated above the active volume, small particulates released during compression and
expansion cycles then fell through the water layer and collected at the fluid interface.
These particulates are suspected to have been responsible for many of the anomalous
background events.

3.5.1

The “Right-Side-Up” Configuration

The solution chosen to both of the above problems was to change the orientation of
inner jar, placing it below the active volume and removing the buffer layer, in what
the PICO collaboration has termed the “right-side-up” orientation. This change alone
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still leaves the problem of contact between the bellows and the active volume causing
nucleations from alpha decays in the stainless steel. To remedy this, a second smaller
jar is added concentric with the first, connected at its base to the bottom of the
bellows, and the active volume is contained in the region between them. Pressure
changes inside the pressure vessel then move the inner jar and bellows, resulting
in the pressure change propagating to the active volume as well. Figure 3.9 shows
the design of PICO-40L. This design ensures the active volume between the jars is

Figure 3.9: Labelled CAD rendering of the PICO-40L detector from during the design
phase.
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enclosed by the surfaces of the two quartz jars, and near the bottom of the inner jar,
by the bellows connecting them. To prevent nucleations from the stainless steel in
this lower region, it will be kept in the stable liquid phase, while only the top portion
will be superheated. Achieving this requires the maintenance a sharp temperature
gradient between the two regions. A thick copper plate with heater wires running
underneath it, which surrounds the outer jar at approximately the height of the top
of the inner jar, heats the mineral oil in the top half of the pressure vessel, thereby
heating the active volume as well. Beneath this plate, cooling coils surrounding
the inner jar ensure its cold temperature is maintained. A large stack of thermally
insulating plastic surrounds the inner jar and bellows to minimize the flow of heat
from the copper plate and mineral oil.

3.5.2

New Design Elements

In addition to the new orientation described above, other more minor changes were
made to improve the physics reach of PICO-40L. Foremost of these changes is the
use of a larger pressure vessel. The diameter of the pressure vessel used in PICO-40L
was 12 inches greater than that of PICO-60, at 36 inches. Putting the pressure vessel
farther away from the active volume reduces the predicted neutron event rates from
decays in the stainless steel. The optical system used in PICO-60 also left much to
be desired. For this reason, a new retroreflector design was employed in PICO-40L.
This design will be described in detail in chapter 4.

3.6. PICO-500
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PICO-500

One of the main goals of PICO-40L is to test the right-side-up chamber design so
that it can be implemented on a much larger scale. PICO-500 is the planned detector
using this same design but with a 260 litre chamber. The detector is currently in
the design and procurement phase and construction is expected to begin in 2020.
At that time, installation will begin in the SNOLAB Cube Hall, in the water tank
used previously by the MiniCLEAN experiment. A discussion of the potential physics
reach of PICO-500 will follow in chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Design of a Retroreflector for PICO-40L

4.1

Retroreflectivity

Retroreflectivity is the optical property of a material in which light incident on that
material is reflected preferentially back to its source, rather than undergoing regular
specular or diffuse reflection. Retroreflectors are materials designed to exhibit this
property, usually to increase the visibility of an object which is subjected to light
from a source near the observer. Road signs are typically made from retroreflectors,
as returning the light from a car’s headlights back to that car increases the visibility
of the sign, rather than having the light scatter in many directions. Objects can be
made to be retroreflective in a number of ways.
One way is to use three perpendicular surfaces, such as in the corner of a cube, to
reflect a light ray with direction ~r = (x, y, z) to r~0 = (−x, −y, −z), effectively reversing
the direction of the incident light ray. In practice, this effect can be achieved by using
either the corner of a solid glass cube and relying on total internal reflection at the
faces, or by using three mirror-like surfaces to form the corner of a hollow cube and
reflect the light.
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A more common method of achieving retroreflection is to use an array of transparent spheres embedded in some reflective backing, arranged so the reflective backing
coincides with the focal surface of the spheres. This results in what is called a cat’s eye
retroreflector, the type used in all the tests described in the next section. Figure 4.1
provides a diagram contrasting these two methods of achieving retroreflection. This
chapter describes the design of a retroreflector for PICO-40L in accordance with the
design specifications and constraints imposed by the detector geometry and optical
triggering algorithm.

Figure 4.1: Diagram showing a corner retroreflector (left) and a cat’s eye retroreflector
(right) taken from Figure 9 of Ref. [54].

4.2

Optical Triggering

The four cameras provide the primary event trigger in PICO bubble chambers. The
triggering algorithm should be capable of identifying bubble formation in order to
recompress the chamber, without spurious triggers on the slight motion of components
within the detector. To suit this purpose, a triggering algorithm using image entropy
is used. The image entropy describes the information content in the images, and
is therefore relatively insensitive to random noise and small movements within the
detector. Equation 4.2 describes the image entropy for a particular frame. The
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entropy is calculated by taking the absolute difference between the current frame and
the prior frame, binning the resulting values into 16 intensity bins over the full 8-bit
range of the pixel values, and summing the image entropy for each bin.

SI = −

16
X

Pi log2 Pi

(4.1)

i=1

Each of the four cameras has an empirically determined threshold for bubble formation, set just above the value at which triggering on pixel noise occurs. The triggering
algorithm is implemented in a LabVIEW script that calculates the image entropy every fourth frame for each camera. All four cameras capture images at 340 Hz. Upon
triggering on a bubble, the camera DAQ sends out a master trigger to recompress the
chamber and capture the relevant event data.
The trigger efficiency can be quantified by comparing camera triggers to pressure
spikes caused by bubble formation. In PICO-60, of the 30,854 events studied, there
were 17 missed triggers and 3 false triggers. A more comprehensive description of the
PICO triggering algorithm and performance metrics can be found in Ref. [55].
While the overall image triggering efficiency was well-understood, the precise location of missed triggers was not known as pressure data can be used to determine
the vertical position only. This raises the concern that there may be regions within
the chamber that are less sensitive to optical triggering due to either minimal camera
coverage or poor optics. A strong and consistent optical quality is critical for unbiased triggering across the chamber with minimal false triggers. The optical quality is
determined primarily by the uniformity of the illumination within the images. This
in turn depends on the LED ring and retroreflector.
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The PICO Retroreflector

4.3.1

Retroreflector Design Constraints

The pressure vessel design, which was completed well before design work began on
the retroreflector, imposed constraints on the geometry of the retroreflector to be
used. The pressure vessel diameter, height, and near the bottom, the thermal tower
all constrain the geometry of the retroreflector. The retroreflector had to be designed
to fit within this restrictive environment while simultaneously providing the maximal
illumination for all four cameras.
It was initially hypothesized, and later verified by the experiments in section 4.3.3,
that retroreflectors provide maximal reflection when the reflective surface is perpendicular to the incident light. This necessitated choosing a geometry that enables the
retroreflector to vary in angle based on its relative angle to the cameras, in accordance
with the aforementioned constraints. Ray tracing allowed for the optimal geometry
to be determined using simulations, as described in section 4.4.
As the optical triggering depends on the uniformity of illumination within the
images, the optical system should therefore be designed with this in mind as a critical design specification. In PICO-40L, the pressure vessel was designed with four
viewports positioned to maximally capture the volume contained within the quartz
jars. The four viewports are positioned in two vertical columns separated by 60°.
The upper and lower viewports are angled to face 14° below and above horizontal,
respectively. As the top viewports are positioned in approximate alignment with the
top of the active volume, and the lower viewports the bottom, such alignment allows
the top and bottom cameras to each capture their respective halves of the jar while
keeping the majority of the remainder in the frame. In addition to the geometry of
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the retroreflector structure, the type of retroreflective material should also be chosen
to maximize light reflection. Candidate materials were selected and subjected to experiments to characterize their retroreflective performance. This is described in the
following section.

4.3.2

Retroreflective Materials

Due to their wide availability, retroreflective materials designed for safety wear and
traffic signs were considered for use in PICO-40L. Three types of retroreflective sheeting were purchased from 3M: 3290 (the type used in PICO-60), 8830, and 8725. Tests
were then designed to compare these three materials with respect to the specifications and constraints described previously. As the retroreflectors all came in different
sizes and some were flimsier than others, the three retroreflectors were mounted onto
equally-sized steel sheets to standardize the tests. Figure 4.2 shows these three samples.

4.3.3

Material Testing

Experimental Setup
The principal goal of this experiment was to understand how the intensity of reflected
light changed with respect to the incident angle for all three candidate materials. As
the retroreflector for PICO-40L will be used in mineral oil, the tests were conducted in
the retired pressure vessel from COUPP-4 with mineral oil to replicate the conditions.
To replicate the lighting from PICO-40L, an extra LED ring and some spare red LEDs
were used. The 8 LEDs were soldered at equally spaced locations around the 48 spaces
on the LED ring, and then the LED ring was fixed to the viewport of the pressure
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Figure 4.2: From left to right: 3M 8725, 8830, and 3290 retroreflective material samples tested.
vessel.
Initially, a photodiode was considered as the method of measuring the intensity
of the reflected light. However, since the retroreflector in PICO-40L will be imaged
using digital cameras, it was decided that this would be the best way to measure the
reflected light, as the intensity could be quantified from these images. In the PICO
lab at Queen’s there were already two Basler cameras set up for use with the Queen’s
test chamber. One of these cameras was repurposed and fixed next to the viewport
in the middle of the LED ring. Figure 4.3 shows the LED ring on the pressure vessel
in preparation for testing.
The apparatus shown in Figure 4.4 was designed to sit across the top of an open
pressure vessel and suspend the retroreflective sheets in the vessel. The arm extending into the vessel is connected at the top to a potentiometer and has a handle
attached. This allows for the arm and the attached retroreflector to be rotated while
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Figure 4.3: The COUPP-4 pressure vessel filled with mineral oil with an LED ring
and Basler camera fixed to the viewport.
the potentiometer can be used to quantify the rotation. A LabVIEW program was
then written to capture images from this camera while simultaneously measuring the
resistance across the potentiometer and using it to calculate the incident angle.

Figure 4.4: The apparatus designed to suspend and rotate retroreflector samples in
the pressure vessel during testing.
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Data Collection Procedure
In order to obtain useful intensity data from the images, it was first necessary to
determine the correlation between the light intensity and the pixel value of a given
image. To do this, the LED ring was fixed to a stand on which both the Basler
camera and an optical power meter could be mounted. The sample of 3M 3290
retroreflective material was then mounted to a wall a short distance from the stand.
Over a range of LED lighting conditions, intensity measurements were taken using
the optical power meter and photos were captured using the Basler camera. Following
data collection, a Python script was written to extract the average pixel value of the
bitmap images captured during collection in a central region of interest. This value
was determined for each light intensity that had a corresponding optical power meter
reading. Figure 4.5 shows a plot of the measured optical power with respect to the
average pixel value in the region of interest.
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Figure 4.5: The intensity calibrated to the average pixel value of images captured by
the Basler camera.
fitted to the calibration data. Table 4.1 shows the resulting fit parameters. It was
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Table 4.1: Fit parameters for linear and quadratic fits to intensity calibration data.
Fit
Quadratic term
Linear
0
Quadratic (1.6 ± 0.4) × 10−4

Linear term
(6.6 ± 0.3) × 10−2
(1.2 ± 1.5) × 10−2

Constant term χ2 /ndof
−4.1 ± 0.5
11.982/4
0.3 ± 1.3
2.906/3

expected that the relationship would be linear; however, adding a quadratic term
resulted in a much better fit. As all data collected will be within the intensity range
examined during the calibration, this quadratic fit will allow for the intensity readings
to be calculated from images. Before collecting any data, the angle measurement was
manually calibrated. This was done by rotating the retroreflector to its extreme
positions, measuring the angles at these positions, and entering these values into the
LabVIEW program. In preparation for data taking, the top of the pressure vessel
was covered with a black tarp to block any ambient light from affecting the results.
After starting the LabVIEW program, the retroreflector was slowly rotated through
the range of angles and the data was saved.

4.3.4

Results and Analysis

The intensity in each image was calculated by taking the average pixel value in a
square region of interest and then using the calibration curve. Figure 4.6 shows the
plot of intensity with respect to incident angle for the three samples that were tested.
A cosine function was fit to the intensity with amplitude A, period T , phase φ, and
constant offset C. The fit parameters are given in Table 4.2. In terms of the absolute
reflected intensity, the 3M 3290 retroreflective sheeting is clearly the best option. In
addition to its superior performance in terms of the reflected intensity, the intensity
changes with respect to the incident angle predictably, following a cosine function as
expected. The other two samples were minimally reflective and showed only small
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decreases in intensity with increasing incident angle.
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Figure 4.6: Results of the experiment to understand the variation in reflected intensity with incident angle. The absolute intensity is not as important as
the difference between the samples and the variation with angle.

Table 4.2: Fit parameters obtained when fitting a cosine function to the reflected
intensity for a range of incident angles.
Sample
3290
8830
8725

4.3.5

A (mW)
4.9 ± 0.1
0.43 ± 0.03
1.7 ± 1.3

T (°)
φ (°)
C (mW)
χ2 /ndof
174 ± 3
3.1 ± 0.1 6.7 ± 0.1
173.1/251
−146 ± 9 9.4 ± 0.5 4.52 ± 0.04 730.4/129
310 ± 140 8.1 ± 0.6 3.5 ± 1.4
1852.0/199

Counting Radioactive Components

Samples of the three retroreflective materials under consideration were sent to SNOLAB to measure their intrinsic radioactivity. Both a high-purity germanium (HPGe)
detector and a Canberra well detector were used [56]. Table 4.3 summarizes the
results of the counting for all three retroreflective materials.
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Table 4.3: Counting results from the low background facility at SNOLAB. The three
samples were counted in either the HPGe detector, the Canberra well
detector, or both. All values are in mBq/kg.
238
Sample Detector
U from
3290
HPGe
708 ± 38
HPGe
437 ± 52
8830
Canberra Well 815 ± 49
8725
Canberra Well 1410 ± 94

4.3.6

226

Ra

238

232
U from 234 Th 235 U
Th
< 569
29 ± 30 213 ± 28
< 109
< 41
143 ± 42
69 ± 26
55 ± 7 301 ± 26
0.66 ± 51.73
97 ± 13 600 ± 52

40

K
3009 ± 329
38420 ± 2571
–
–

Discussion of Experimental Results

The poor performance of the 3M 8830 and 8725 retroreflectors may be due to their
surface material. While the 3M 3290 retroreflective sheeting has a clear plastic finish,
the other two materials have no protective finish covering the retroreflective material.
The direct contact between the retroreflective material and the mineral oil may have
inhibited the performance of the retroreflector. Based on the superior optical performance and the ability to function while submerged in the mineral oil, the 3M 3290
retroreflective sheeting was chosen as the best option. Fortunately, the results from
counting pointed to similar conclusions. 3290 was significantly less radioactive in U
and Th than 8725 and comparable to 8830, although the drastically smaller amount
of

40

4.4

K made it the best choice.

Ray Tracing

As the purpose of the retroreflector is to ensure that the images captured during data
collection are of sufficient quality, it was essential to have some way of quantifying
the image quality for a particular retroreflector design in order to choose from the
many possible retroreflector geometries. Ray tracing was used for this purpose to render simulated images of the detector with different retroreflector geometries, enabling
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different proposed designs to be compared. Ray tracing works by propagating light
rays through a virtual environment and using the interactions with objects therein
to generate realistic images. The geometry of a particular environment can be constructed using various combinations of simple and easily-describable shapes. Within
this environment, an image plane is defined by a series of pixels at the location of the
camera. For light rays to be captured by the camera, they have to pass through this
image plane and through the focal point of the camera lens. By projecting individual
light rays from the focal point and through each pixel in the image plane, and tracking
their interactions including refractions, reflections, and absorption this process can
be simulated in reverse. A ray tracing MATLAB code which had been developed and
used previously by the PICO collaboration was modified for the PICO-40L detector.

4.4.1

Defining the PICO-40L Geometry

The geometry of the PICO-40L pressure vessel and all internal components was described in the MATLAB code. The dimensions of all the components were taken
from design drawings on the collaboration’s CAD file repository. The locations of
the image plane of all four cameras within the pressure vessel were specified and the
indices of refraction of the main media comprising the detector were all included in
the simulation. The index of refraction for C3 F8 had previously been determined experimentally by collaborators at the University of Chicago for the temperature range
of interest [57]. Since the reflected intensity over a range of incident angles was determined experimentally, this was also included in the simulation. Given this data,
the various retroreflector geometries could be simulated to understand the effects of
different geometries on the optics of the detector.
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Testing Basic Geometries

The most natural design choice for the geometry of the retroreflector is a cylinder, as
it fits well in the pressure vessel and maintains an angle as close to perpendicular as
possible across the retroreflector. However, the angle between the line of sight of the
cameras and the normal to a cylindrical surface coaxial with the vessel increases with
height, resulting in poorer illumination near the top of the vessel. For this reason,
multiple alternative geometries for the top of the retroreflector were considered. The
first and most simple geometry under consideration was a cone. Figure 4.7 shows two
cross sections of the pressure vessel geometry with the cone-shaped retroreflector top.
Rays arriving at the camera are also shown in the image. A slightly more complicated
option for the top retroreflector geometry is a hemisphere. It has the advantage of
the angle changing with height as opposed to the fixed angle of a cone shape. The
cross sections of the detector with a hemisphere-shaped retroreflector are shown in
Figure 4.8. For both geometries, Figure 4.9 shows the intensity of the light which
passed through the active volume and was received by the cameras.
Based on these simulations, a hemisphere is the better choice in terms of maintaining a uniform, high intensity of received light across the active volume, as there
is sharp drop in intensity near the top of the image in the upper camera using a cone
geometry. As the retroreflective sheeting is flat and cannot be stretched over a curved
surface, however, it would not be possible to use a perfect hemisphere as the top of
the retroreflector. Instead, it was decided that a hemispherical geometry could be
approximated by using cones with successively changing slopes.
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Figure 4.7: Vertical (left) and horizontal (right) cross sections showing the detector
geometry and rays which arrive at the image plane for a cone-shaped
retroreflector. Rays from both cameras pass through the active volume
between the two jars, outlined in these plots by green circles showing
interactions at the quartz interfaces.
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Figure 4.8: Same as Figure 4.7 for a hemisphere-shaped retroreflector.
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Figure 4.9: The intensity of light received at cameras for a cone-shaped (top) and
hemisphere-shaped (bottom) retroreflector.
4.4.3

Preliminary Multi-Stage Cone Design

Figure 4.10 shows a cross section of the preliminary retroreflector design in the pressure vessel. The intensity of the light received in the cameras using this design is
shown in Figure 4.11. From the figure, it is clear that this design avoids the sharp
intensity changes present in the design with a single cone.
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Figure 4.10: Same as Figure 4.7 for a multi-stage cone-shaped retroreflector approximating a hemisphere.
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Figure 4.11: The intensity of light received at the cameras for the preliminary retroreflector design with a two-stage cone.
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Implementation of the Design

Once the geometry of the retroreflector structure had been established, the issue of
how to best implement it was addressed. A few key constraints were taken into
consideration when working out the details of the substrate design. As any amount
of material containing radioactive components can cause background events, using
the minimum amount of material possible is key to limiting the background. This
constraint needed to be balanced with the requirements of structural integrity. After
experimenting with scrap sheet metal in the shop at Queen’s, 18-gauge stainless steel
sheeting was chosen for the substrate material. When rolled into the configuration
specified in the previous section, it proved to be structurally sound and resistant
to bending or sagging, without adding more material than necessary. Additionally,
during the retroreflector material testing, the retroreflective sheeting adhered well to
steel. To ensure that the radiopurity constraint was met, the type of sheeting was
chosen to be 316L stainless steel, which has been used in the past and is a standard
in SNOLAB for its low radioactivity and corrosion resistance. In particular, it is a
better choice than many alternatives due to their much higher (α,n) cross section
[58].

4.5.1

Implementation in the Pressure Vessel

After the initial design was complete, methods for integrating the retroreflector structure into the pressure vessel were considered. The main requirement was that the
retroreflector be stable so as to provide consistent images without moving under fast
compressions. It was decided that the bottom of the cylindrical portion of the retroreflector should be screwed into a circular support piece connected to four struts, which
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extended down the sides of the vessel and attached to both the lower ports on the
dome and the thermal tower attached to the base. This design was modelled in
Solidworks and is shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: A Solidworks CAD model showing the preliminary retroreflector design
mounted to the thermal tower.
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Problems with Preliminary Design

This design was presented at the PICO collaboration meeting in late August 2017
where it was approved and plans were made for fabrication. In the weeks following
the collaboration meeting, however, the thermal regulation system design evolved,
and some conflicts emerged with the retroreflector design. The main problem concerned the temperature sensors to be placed throughout the pressure vessel. At the
collaboration meeting, the plan was to wire temperature sensors in from the top of
the pressure vessel and attach them to the back of the retroreflector structure using
welded connectors. As it became clear that more temperature sensors were required,
the decision was made to wire some in from the base flange of the pressure vessel.
This would require that the retroreflector be connected to both the base and the
top dome via temperature sensor wiring, rendering it nearly impossible to open the
pressure vessel for adjustments should the need arise. A second problem was pointed
out with regard to maintaining the temperature distribution in the pressure vessel.
The retroreflector was originally designed to be made of a partial cylinder and cones
that spanned 240°, with one side open to allow the cameras to view the jar. Since
the temperature is primarily controlled from the thermal tower in the lower half of
the vessel, changes in temperature rely on convection currents in the mineral oil to
propagate through the top half. Having only one third of the retroreflector open to
allow convection currents would slow the process of achieving thermal equilibrium in
the vessel, as well as introducing asymmetries in the temperature distribution. These
two concerns prompted a modification of the design.
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Final Multi-Stage Cone Design

Although there were certain aspects of the retroreflector design that necessitated
changes, the optics had been optimized for the geometry of the pressure vessel. For
this reason, a new retroreflector structure was designed that preserved the optics of
the original design while addressing the problems arising from the temperature sensor
placement and asymmetric mineral oil venting. The major change accompanying this
new design is the elimination of the bottom cylindrical portion of the retroreflector
structure. Instead of mounting the top cones on the partial cylinder, which would rest
on the thermal tower attached to the base flange, the top cones would be suspended
from the top dome of the pressure vessel. In place of the stainless steel cylinder,
retroreflective sheeting would be applied directly to the inner wall of the pressure
vessel. Temperature sensors would be placed on the wall with the wiring running behind the retroreflective sheeting. 3D printed tabs coated with retroreflective sheeting
would cover the temperature sensors so that they are not visible to the cameras.
To resolve the problem of asymmetric venting of mineral oil, the remaining two
top cones were moved apart and connected by three thin rods, rather than being
welded edge to edge. While the cones were offset from one another, the top cone was
extended so that moving it upward did not create a gap in the retroreflector. These
changes preserved the same incident angle at all points on the inner retroreflector
surface. Figure 4.13 shows the new retroreflector geometry. Despite these changes,
the optics remain very similar to the previous design.
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Figure 4.13: Same as Figure 4.7 for the final multi-stage cone retroreflector suspended
from the top of the vessel.
4.5.4

Results of Simulations with Final Design

For the light which passes through the chamber to the cameras, the incident angle
and at the retroreflector and the resulting intensity is plotted in Figure 4.14. The
maximum incident angle is 33°, corresponding to light 80% as intense as that leaving
the LED ring. It is clear that the incident angle is smallest for light reaching the lower
cameras in the bottom half of the jar, while for light reaching the upper cameras, the
incident angle is lowest near the top of the cylindrical portion and in the centre of
both cone sections. This gives some indication as to the ideal positioning of both
cameras to capture the full jar.

4.5.5

Retroreflector Structure Design and Fabrication

As the cylindrical portion of the retroreflector mounting structure was removed, the
main point of contact between the retroreflector and the pressure vessel was moved to
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Figure 4.14: Top: the incident angle of light reaching the retroreflector. Bottom: the
intensity of light received at the cameras showing excellent uniformity.
the top cone. At the top of the pressure vessel, two ports act as an input and output for
a heat exchanger made of copper tubing. The tubing enters at one port, winds around
the inside of the top of the vessel, and exits at the other port. Since the windings are
to be near the top retroreflector cone, it was decided that the copper tubing could be
used to suspend the retroreflector. Loop clamps screwed to the bottom edge of the
top retroreflector cone would allow for it to connect at multiple points around the
cone to the copper coil. To ensure that the motion of the retroreflector is limited,
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and to prevent the retroreflector from slowly descending due to creep in the copper
coils, three cone-point set screws were placed around the top cone, pushing into the
pressure vessel wall. This keeps the cones in place, prevent any swinging or bouncing,
and increases the stability of the retroreflector to ensure the optics remain consistent
over long time periods.
In designing this portion of the retroreflector, a key constraint was that the fixtures
mounting the retroreflector cones to the copper coil were not visible to the cameras.
On the side of the pressure vessel nearest the cameras, this is not a concern as the
cone is not visible. In this region, the loop clamps were attached to the coil and
screwed directly into the cone surface. For the side visible to the cameras, however,
the connections had to occur above the cones.
A frame of 316 stainless steel was designed to facilitate the connection between
the retroreflector cones and the copper coils. The frame is comprised of a horizontal
strut which fixes the distance between the vertical inlet and outlet of the copper
coils. A second, longer horizontal piece was fixed perpendicular to the first at both
their centres, with both ends angling downward to match the declination angle of
the outside of the cones. The ends of this part of the frame drop low enough to be
obscured by the lower cone on the side opposite the cameras, and out of frame on
the side of the cameras, and so can be mounted directly to the edge of the upper
cone without the connection being visible to the cameras. A spacer on the bolt
ensured that the distance between the frame and the cone surface was just sufficient
to accommodate the thickness of the copper coils. This allowed for the loop clamps
to connect the coils to the frame without being visible. A Solidworks model of this
new design is depicted in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: A Solidworks CAD model showing the final retroreflector design suspended by the cooling coil above the active volume.
The process of constructing and installing the retroreflector began upon completion of the design. To construct the retroreflector, a fabricator in Sudbury was
hired. After the design drawings were sent and a quote was approved, the retroreflector structure was constructed and then delivered to SNOLAB. Following this, the
remaining tasks before installing it in the pressure vessel included cleaning it and
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mounting the retroreflective sheeting on the stainless steel backing.

4.6
4.6.1

Construction and Implementation
Mounting Retroreflective Sheeting to the Cones

At SNOLAB, the stainless steel was carefully washed with a degreaser, and then
wiped down with ultra-pure water. It was then transferred to the surface clean room,
where the retroreflective sheeting would be mounted. Lengths of the retroreflective
sheeting were measured out and cut, and the sheeting was wiped down as well before
being moved into the clean room. Before attempting to mount the sheeting, a few
test runs were conducted using scrap metal and extra retroreflective sheeting. The
main challenge arising from this task was to mount the sheeting smoothly, without
leaving any bubbles or stretch marks behind that might show up in the cameras. This
proved to be much more difficult than anticipated. After much experimentation, it
was determined that the most effective method was to have one person hold the
unattached sheeting at a specific angle to the sheeting, while the other used a paint
scraper to slowly press the sheeting onto the backing, a few centimetres at a time.
With some practice, this procedure allowed for the sheeting to be mounted with
minimal bubbling. At this point, the sheeting was mounted to the stainless steel
retroreflector structure. Using the ray tracing simulations described previously, it
had been determined that the sheeting need only cover 180°of the inside of the cones
in order to form a complete backdrop for the detection chamber from the view of all
four cameras, as can be seen in Figure 4.13 (right). Figure 4.16 shows the final result
for one cone. Once the sheeting had been mounted successfully, the retroreflector was
assembled using the connecting rods and set screws previously described.
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Figure 4.16: One of the retroreflector cone stages immediately after the sheeting was
applied. The photo was taken with a flash so the retroreflector appears
to glow while the surroundings are dark.
4.6.2

Mounting to Pressure Vessel Wall

Once the pressure vessel was transported underground and cleaned, the retroreflective
sheeting was applied to the inner wall opposite the cameras. As the sheeting is only
46 cm wide, and can be difficult to manage without forming bends or creases when cut
in long lengths, it was decided that the sheeting should be applied in four panels. As
described in the previous section, part of the reason for mounting the retroreflector on
the pressure vessel wall was to accommodate the temperature sensors that needed to
be placed around the pressure vessel near the height of the cameras. To ensure these
temperature sensors could be attached in the correct positions without being visible
to the cameras so as to maintain uniform illumination, they were attached to stems
with a circular covering to which retroreflective material could be applied, shown in
Figure 4.17. For ease of application, it was decided that these should be mounted in a
cross shape along the lines dividing the four retroreflective panels. The retroreflective
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Figure 4.17: Retroreflective sheeting applied to the pressure vessel wall. The three
standoffs holding temperature sensors are coated in retroreflector to hide
them in the images.
sheeting was mounted using largely the same technique as on the cones: one person
fed the sheeting onto the wall at the correct angle, while the other used the paint
scraper to carefully press the adhesive sheeting to the wall. In the regions where the
temperature sensors were to be situated, the sheeting was placed over the base of the
stands to secure them to the wall. Following the successful mounting of the sheeting
to the wall, precise measurements of the final position of the temperature sensors
were recorded and added to the drawing database.

4.7

Source Tube

At the collaboration meeting at the end of August, 2018, there was extensive discussion as to how the gamma calibrations were to be conducted for PICO-40L. When
PICO-40L was first designed, there was a plan to have a source tube descending
from one of the ports on the top of the pressure vessel, although this idea was later
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abandoned. At the collaboration meeting, I presented and then led a discussion on including a source tube for better gamma calibrations. I believed that we could include
a source tube that would descend from the top of the vessel between the cameras by
making a hole in the top retroreflector cone through which it could pass. I presented
a preliminary design, which used a straight section of 1/2 inch stainless steel tubing
with a welded cap at one end. At the other end, the tube would pass through and be
welded to a drilled blank flange, which would seal the pressure vessel at the top port,
and then terminate in a second blank flange which would connect to the external
portion of the source tube.
A custom PVC flange, tapered on the inside to transition from 1/2 inch stainlesssteel tubing to 2 inch PVC pipe, connected to the top flange. The PVC pipe extended
up above the pressure vessel, bent at an angle to take it over to the edge of the water
tank, and again bent vertically upward to meet the dedicated port on the water tank
lid. Figure 4.18 shows a Solidworks rendering of this design. This design was later
adopted, and the parts were purchased to begin construction of the source tube.
The internal portion of the tube was welded to the two flanges at the Queen’s shop.
Likewise, the custom PVC flange was machined at Queen’s.

4.8

Final Installation

In the fall of 2018, all components of the retroreflector support structure — the copper
coils, retroreflector cones, supporting frame, and source tube — had all arrived at
SNOLAB and had been delivered underground, leaving only the task of the final
assembly. The first task was to modify the retroreflector cones to allow the source
tube to pass through, as they had been shipped underground prior to the decision
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Figure 4.18: A Solidworks model of the pressure vessel inside the water tank. The
source tube exits the port above the cameras and connects to a port on
the top of the water tank, from where the source can be deployed.
to include a source tube in PICO-40L. This was considered to be one of the most
difficult tasks resulting from the decision to include a source tube, as a hole had to
be put in the top cone, a curved and somewhat flimsy piece of sheet metal, that was
both large enough to allow some room for error in its position and small enough to
prevent any significant distortion of the cone geometry.
After considering a diamond hole saw, a jigsaw, and a punch, the latter was chosen
for the task. A small punch of only 1.25 inches was chosen so as to minimize the chance
of catching and chewing up the sheet metal around the edges of the hole during the
punching process. Since the cone has an inclination angle of 36.7°, the width of the
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hole along the radial dimension needed to be drilled to at least (1 inch)/ cos (36.7) to
allow the 1 inch tubing to pass through. A burr attached to an air-powered drill was
used to widen the hole along this direction after the hole was punched.
By October 2018, all necessary components were ready for the final assembly.
The first part of the assembly consisted of attaching the copper coil both to the
frame and to the retroreflector cones. This proved to be more difficult than was
originally anticipated, as the copper coil did not hold its shape nearly as well as was
expected. This required us to bend the coil into as close an imitation of the geometry
as originally designed as was possible and then attaching all the loop clamps. The
retroreflector assembly prior to installation in the pressure vessel is shown in Figure
4.19.

Figure 4.19: A photo of the final retroreflector assembly taken just before the retroreflector was installed in the pressure vessel. Loop clamps can keep the
copper coil fixed to the bottom of the cone and to the supporting frame.

The final step was to install the entire apparatus inside the pressure vessel. The
pressure vessel was hoisted up on to stands, allowing for a person holding the retroreflector to go under the bottom. A rope was attached to the frame and passed through
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the top port of the vessel, allowing one person to support the weight of the retroreflector while another person inside the vessel adjusted its position. Once the position
inside the vessel had been adjusted sufficiently, the connections between the cooling
coil supporting the retroreflector and the top ports of the vessel were made. The
source tube was then installed in the port nearest the cameras. At that point, it was
noted that due to minor warping in the stainless steel and copper coil, the hole in the
retroreflector ended up slightly misaligned, and resulted in the source tube pulling
the retroreflector off centre by approximately 0.75 inches. The set screws were adjusted to fix the retroreflector in place, and polyethylene spacers were designed to
fill the uneven spaces around the edges of the retroreflector. These ensured that the
retroreflector was installed securely, albeit slightly off-centre.

4.9
4.9.1

Conclusions
Validating Ray Tracing Images

As of late July 2019, the detector has been filled with C3 F8 and the cameras have been
adjusted to frame and focus on the active volume, although this needs to be done more
thoroughly before data collection begins. This has provided the first opportunity to
validate the ray tracing implementation of the PICO-40L pressure vessel. Prior to this
stage, a number of parameters — such as the focal length, distortion factor, camera
position, camera angle, and others — could not be implemented into the ray tracing.
By comparing the ray tracing to one of the first images, however, these parameters
can be determined. An image from the top left camera was selected, as it was framed
and focused the best. After trying a number of options and comparing the results,
it was determined that the camera was at an angle of approximately 5° below the
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horizontal and that the cameras resulted in 30% pincushion distortion.
For a direct comparison between the real images and the ray tracing simulations,
the edges of the jar in the real image were identified and overlaid on a simulated image.
Canny edge detection — a method of detecting edges in an image using a multi-stage
algorithm — was used to identify edges in an image from PICO-40L, although due
to the low illumination around the edges of the jar, the thresholds required to detect
the edges of the jar resulted in a lot of noise inside and outside the jar [59]. A mask
was created from the simulated image to identify the regions of interest and remove
the unwanted noise. Figure 4.20 shows the original image, the edges, the mask, and
the overlaid images. The edges of the jar appear to be very close to those in the
simulation, meaning the positioning of the camera and the distortion factor are close
to the true values. Likewise, the edge of the copper plate as seen through the jar lines
up closely with the simulation. As this is the only clear edge seen through the target
fluid, it provides a way to validate the prior measurement of the index of refraction
of C3 F8 . The top of the inner jar does not align with the simulations, as its position
depends on the position of the bellows.

4.9.2

Comparison to PICO-60

A significant drawback of the optical system used in PICO-60 was that there was
little overlap between the views of the top and bottom cameras. This meant that the
darkened region in the top cameras where the water buffer inhibited the passage of
light from the retroreflector was not visible in the bottom cameras at all. Bubbles
forming in that region of the jar could only be seen with poor lighting in the top
cameras. This caused problems for the “Autobub” code which determines bubble
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Figure 4.20: A comparison between a real and a simulated image from PICO-40L.
From left to right: the chosen image cropped to align with the ray tracing
simulation, the edges detected before masking, the mask extracted from
the simulated image, and the edges of the real image overlaid on the
simulated image.
multiplicity from the images. In PICO-40L, there is a similar dark region in the top
cameras caused by the backdrop of the copper plate rather than the water buffer.
The lower cameras, however, face directly across this region and the retroreflector is
positioned at the optimum angle for illuminating it. Any bubbles forming in that
region will be visible to both lower cameras. There is a second less dark region in
PICO-40L: near the top of the image in the top cameras, where the angle to the
retroreflector is larger. Much of this region is still visible to the lower cameras; only
a small portion near the top of the jar is darkened where the line of sight extends
beyond the top of the retroreflector cones.
To obtain an objective comparison, the average intensity in a square selection of
the dark region was measured for images from both PICO-60 and PICO-40L. These
intensities were normalized by the intensity in the brightest region of the image to
correct for the differing exposures of the cameras. Both regions are identified in
Figure 4.21, which shows the images used in this comparison. It was found that the
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dark region was 28 ± 4% the intensity of the bright region in PICO-60, compared
to 49 ± 19% for PICO-40L. The larger uncertainty on the value for PICO-40L is
due to the fact that the dark region included a band of lower intensity near the
very top of the jar. It can be concluded from this comparison that PICO-40L shows a
significant improvement in high-quality optical coverage than PICO-40L, and Autobub
should be much more consistent at identifying bubbles in PICO-60, regardless of their
location in the chamber. Despite the improvement over PICO-60, the difference in

PICO-60

PICO-40L

Figure 4.21: A comparison in the optics between PICO-60 and PICO-40L. The upper
blue box in both images shows the selected dark region, while the lower
blue box indicates the bright region. In the upper left corner of the
image from PICO-60, a bubble has formed in the dark region that could
not be identified by Autobub.
intensity between the bright and dark regions is more significant than in the ray
tracing simulations. This is likely due to absorption of light or reflections that could
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not be accounted for in the simulations; for instance, small amounts of light may have
been reflected and scattered at the striations around the jar from manufacturing,
which would not have been accounted for in simulations assuming a perfectly flat
surface.

4.9.3

Possible Obstruction in Top Right Camera

A potential drawback of the new retroreflector design is that because the source tube
is pulling it out of alignment, one edge has dropped further in front of the top right
camera port than was initially planned. This means that from the view of that
camera, part of the top of the vessel is obstructed. It appears as though the camera
can see the back half of the top dome of the vessel, but the front half and immediately
below it is obscured. It is possible that removing the camera mount from the fixed
track will allow for more of the obscured region to be brought into frame, but the
extent to which this will improve the view is not yet known. Fortunately, the upper
left camera sees the complete top of the jar so triggering will still be possible in this
region. Both of the lower cameras can see most of the top region so there is only a tiny
portion of the top of the jar nearest the cameras that is visible to only one camera.
This complicates the process of identifying wall events to apply the fiducial volume
cut, but using some combination of the pressure, bellows position, and acoustic data
should make this possible, meaning the fiducial volume likely won’t be negatively
affected.
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Expected Background Contribution

To predict the neutron backgrounds expected from the retroreflector, a sample was
weighed to calculate its surface density. Arthur Plante, a collaborator at the University of Montreal, used the surface density in conjunction with the counting results
described in section 4.3.5 to model the retroreflective sheeting in Geant4. The retroreflector CAD files were imported so that the geometry of the retroreflector could be
accounted for. Simulations of the neutron backgrounds estimate that (2.2±0.7)×10−4
single bubble events and (6.1 ± 2.0) × 10−4 multiple bubble events per year should
be expected from the retroreflector [60]. This represents a significant improvement
over PICO-60, likely due to the fact that the batch of retroreflective sheeting for
PICO-40L, while the same type used as in PICO-60, was determined to have lower
concentrations of radioactive contaminants. More significantly, the larger pressure
vessel means that the retroreflector with be further from the active region.
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Chapter 5
Physics Reach Projections for PICO Detectors

5.1

Backgrounds from Coherent Neutrino Scattering

Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEνNS) is the interaction via a neutral
current of a neutrino with an entire nucleus [61, 62]. Recently, CEνNS of neutrinos
from the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Lab was detected for
the first time by the COHERENT collaboration [63]. The experimental signature
of CEνNS closely mimics that of DM scattering, producing recoil energies on the
order of a few keV [64]. As detectors increase in size and push to lower thresholds,
backgrounds from CEνNS therefore become increasingly relevant. Eventually, as DM
detectors push searches to lower cross sections, neutrino backgrounds will become a
serious impediment to DM discovery. This chapter will discuss the expected neutrino backgrounds in PICO detectors and compute the detection “floor” imposed by
CEνNS.
There are numerous sources of neutrinos that contribute to the total event rate
in PICO detectors. By far the most common are neutrinos produced in the pp chain
— accounting for 95% of the energy released — and CNO cycle in the sun, known
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collectively as solar neutrinos. Neutrinos produced in the reaction p + p → d + e+ + νe
account for the vast majority of the flux on Earth, though result in recoil energies
well below those detectable by PICO [65, 66]. In PICO, by far the most significant
contribution is from the reaction 8 B → 8 Be + e+ + νe which dominates at the energy
scales at which PICO detectors operate despite it accounting for only 0.02% of the
total flux [67, 68]. Smaller contributions come from the reaction 3 He + p → 4 He +
e+ + νe [69, 70]. The neutrinos from the remaining reactions in the pp chain and those
from the CNO cycle result in recoil energies too low to be detected by PICO, but are
present in searches for low mass DM [71, 72].
In addition to solar neutrinos, higher energy neutrinos produced by collisions
of cosmic rays with the atmosphere result in additional backgrounds, albeit at a
much lower flux [73]. The faint glow of neutrinos from distant supernovae, called
the diffuse supernova neutrino background (DSNB), also contributes at the MeV
scale [74]. Geoneutrinos are expected to make negligible contributions, and the flux
of neutrinos from nuclear reactors depends highly on the location of the detector
[75, 76]. In the following work both of these are ignored.

5.2

Expected Event Rate from Coherent Neutrino Scattering

The differential event rate for CEνNS interactions on a target with an atomic mass
MA is given by:
dR
= NT
dER
where

dN
dEν

Z

∞

Eνmin

dN dσ
dEν
dEν dER

is the differential flux at a given neutrino energy,

(5.1)
dσ
dER

is the differential

cross section calculated for a neutrino energy Eν causing a nuclear recoil of energy
ER , and the integral is from the minimum neutrino energy required to give ER , given
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by Emin =

p

MA ER /2, to infinity [77]. The normalized neutrino energy spectra

for solar neutrino sources are taken from Ref. [65], and scaled by the total flux for
that source. The atmospheric and DSNB spectra are taken from Refs. [78] and [74]
respectively. The differential neutrino spectra and event rate on C3 F8 are plotted in
Figure 5.1. Table 5.1 shows the total flux with uncertainty for each neutrino source.
The differential scattering cross section is given by:


G2f 2
MA ER
dσ
=
Q MA 1 −
F 2 (ER )
dER
4π w
2Eν2

(5.2)

where Gf is the Fermi constant and F 2 (ER ) is the form factor accounting for the
loss of coherence at higher momentum transfer, q. As with spin-independent DM
scattering, it is sufficient to use the Helm form factor for both target elements, fluorine

and carbon [22]. The term Qw = N − Z 1 − 4 sin2 θw is the weak hypercharge and
θw is the Weinberg angle. An axial-vector coupling term can also be included for
nuclei with non-zero nuclear spin, such as fluorine, but makes negligible corrections
to the coupling strength and is therefore neglected here. Integrating the differential
Table 5.1: The neutrino flux values used in all calculations in this chaper.
Neutrino Source Total Flux (cm2 s−1 )
pp
5.99 × 1010
pep
1.42 × 108
hep
7.93 × 103
7
Be
4.84 × 109
13
N
3.07 × 108
15
O
2.33 × 108
17
F
5.84 × 106
8
B
5.69 × 106
DSNB
10.5
atmospheric
85.5

Error (%)
1
2
16
10.5
30
30
30
16
50
20
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Figure 5.1: Left: the differential neutrino energy spectrum for all sources considered
here. Right: The scattering event rate on C3 F8 for all sources.
event rate given in equation 5.1 from the energy threshold to infinity gives the total
number of expected events per unit time per unit mass in a detector. If PICO-40L
operates at a threshold of 3.3 keV for one year, we expect 1.3 events from CEνNS.
In PICO-500, this scales to 8.0 events per year.

5.3

Determining the Neutrino Floor

While the neutrino floor can be defined and calculated in multiple ways, perhaps the
simplest is to define the floor as the smallest cross section which can be excluded at
90% confidence for the optimum threshold and exposure at each WIMP mass [77, 79].
The optimum exposure is defined as that which is expected to result in one neutrino
event for the given threshold. The floor can then be equivalently described as the cross
section for each WIMP mass at which an equal number of events are expected from
WIMPs and CEvNS interactions. This is trivially calculated by setting a particular
recoil energy threshold, computing the exposure required to give one CEvNS event,
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and then setting the WIMP-nucleon cross section accordingly to produce an isoevent contour of 2.3 events at that threshold. This is then repeated over a range
of thresholds, and the floor is taken as the minimum of all these contours. These
contours for a select few thresholds, as well as the resulting floor, are shown in Figure
5.2.
Basic Neutrino Floor for C3F8

SDp WIMP-proton cross-section [cm2]

10−37

Eth = 0.003 keV
Eth = 0.009 keV
Eth = 0.024 keV
Eth = 0.068 keV
Eth = 0.190 keV
Eth = 0.527 keV
Eth = 1.468 keV
Eth = 4.084 keV
Eth = 11.365 keV
Eth = 31.623 keV

10−38
10−39
10−40
10−41
10−42
10−43
10−44
10−45

100

101
WIMP mass [GeV/c2]

102

103

Figure 5.2: Iso-event contours for a number of selected detector thresholds, scaled
to the exposure necessary to give one event. The minimum of all these
contours traces out the neutrino floor.

Although this is often used as a representation of the neutrino floor, this simplest
treatment leaves much to be desired. For one, it says nothing about the possibility
of statistically inferring the presence of dark matter interactions in the data below
the floor. As there are numerous parameters in which the DM signal is expected to
differ from that caused by CEνNS interactions, there are methods of probing well
below this basic floor as a WIMP discovery can still be claimed with some statistical
certainty even with an excess of CEνNS events. As a simple example, the exposure
can instead be increased to the point at which some non-trivial number of neutrino
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events are selected. At this exposure, the number of WIMP events required to claim
a statistically significant excess of events according to Poisson statistics can be determined, thereby allowing the cross section for a particular statistical significance to
be found.
To conform to the conventions described in the following section, I use as an example the exposure that will result in 400 neutrino events. This is easily determined
as the number of expected events scales with the exposure, so an iso-event contour for
a particular number of events can be obtained by scaling the previously-determined
single-event contour accordingly. To determine the excess of events that would constitute a 3σ discovery, we look for the number of events produced when the expected
number is 400 that results in a survival fraction of the Poisson CDF giving a Z-score
(number of standard deviations) of at least 3. The uncertainties in the neutrino fluxes
can be accounted for by choosing the cross sections that give this statistically significant discovery assuming 3σ upward and downward fluctuations in the neutrino flux,
thereby creating an upper and lower limit on the expected floor. This band is plotted
along with the result from the following section as a validation of the result.

5.4

The Profile Likelihood Method for Dark Matter Discovery Limits

The profile likelihood method is the current standard in the field for determining
discovery limits [77, 80, 81, 82, 83]. In this method, one defines a likelihood function
L (x, p~) describing the likelihood of obtaining a particular dataset given the parameter
of interest, x, and other nuisance parameters, p~, that are free to vary to some degree.
Maximizing this likelihood function with respect to p~ gives the parameters most likely
to result in the dataset provided. To determine the statistical significance of some
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deviation from the null hypothesis H0 , one can construct a test statistic from the ratio
of the maximum likelihood under H0 to that of an alternative hypothesis H1 . The
maximum likelihood for H0 , called the conditional maximum likelihood, is obtained
by fixing the parameter of interest to its assumed value under the null hypothesis
and maximizing with respect to the remaining nuisance parameters. This recasts the
nuisance parameters as functions of the parameter of interest. The ratio therefore
quantifies the deviation of the data from the null hypothesis, allowing a statistical
significance to be determined [84].
When applied to the dark matter discovery limits, the parameter of interest is the
WIMP-nucleon cross section σχ−n , which is taken to be 0 under the null hypotheses, i.e. the hypothesis that no events in the data are from WIMPs. The nuisance
parameters are the expected number of events from the neutrino sources considered.
Determining the cross section that gives a statistically significant value of the test
statistic therefore gives the discovery limit. This method has been used to produce
discovery limits for numerous targets in previous work. By convention, the DM discovery limit for a particular WIMP mass is defined as the lowest cross section at
which a DM discovery of 3σ can be made 90% of the time. In Ref. [82], the paper in
which the C3 F8 neutrino floor was originally calculated, the optimal combination of
threshold and exposure is chosen separately for low WIMP masses and high WIMP
masses. The difference between “low” and “high” masses depends on the target; the
neutrino floor is taken as the stronger of the discovery limits using the low mass and
high mass operating conditions, so the lowest WIMP mass to which the high mass
operating conditions provide better sensitivity defines the transition between the low
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and high mass regions. For low masses, the threshold is set to eliminate all pp neutrinos and the exposure is set to give 200 events from 8 B neutrinos; for high masses,
the threshold is set to eliminate all 8 B neutrinos and the exposure is set to give 400
total events. These definitions mean that the threshold and exposures differ depending on the target. For C3 F8 , in the low mass region the threshold is 33 eV and the
exposure is 2.02 ton-years, and in the high mass region the threshold is 47.7 keV and
the exposure is 25,100 ton-years. Although these exposures are at the moment far
from attainable, the authors intend to show the maximum reach of direct detection,
notwithstanding current technological limitations.
The original paper used a binned likelihood function to account for both the
expected event rates and recoil energy distributions from the DM and neutrino signals:
Nexp

L (σχ−n , φν ) =

"
bin
Y NY

h=1

i=1

P

N h,i |µh,i
χ +

Nν
X
j=1

!#
µh,i,j
ν

×

Nν
Y

Ljν φjν



(5.3)

j=1

where Nexp , Nbin , and Nν are the number of independent experiments, bins considered,
and neutrino sources, respectively; Nh,i is the number of events in the ith bin of the
h,i,j
hth experiment; and P is the Poisson probability function. The variables µh,i
χ and µν

represent the expected number of DM events in the ith bin of the hth experiment
and the expected number of events in the ith bin of the hth experiment from the
jth neutrino source, respectively. The Ljν (φjν ) terms are likelihood functions which
account for the total flux from each individual neutrino source. The neutrino fluxes
are treated as nuisance parameters and are allowed to vary as Gaussian distributions
based on their measurements and uncertainties shown in Table 5.1. The likelihood
ratio λ is then given by the ratio of the conditional maximum likelihood to the true
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maximum likelihood:

ˆˆ
L σχ−n = 0, φ~ν
λ (0) =


ˆ
L σχ−n
ˆ , φ~ν



(5.4)

Using the notation from the original work, a single hat represents a variable’s true
maximum likelihood estimate, whereas a double hat represents the conditional maximum likelihood estimate. A test statistic constructed from the ratio of these likelihoods describes the deviation of a particular dataset from the null hypothesis, and
the significance of this result can be obtained by calculating the p-value under the
distribution of the test statistic. Wilks’ theorem provides the convenient result that
a test statistic constructed by taking −2 ln λ will be distributed as a chi-squared distribution, with the number of degrees of freedom dictated by the difference in the
number of free parameters between the numerator and denominator of the likelihood
ratio (in this case 1) [85]. Because negative values of σχ−n are non-physical, the value
of the test statistic is restricted as follows:

q0 =




−2 ln λ, if σχ−n > 0


0,

(5.5)

otherwise

Since the maximum likelihood estimate of σχ−n is expected to be distributed as a
Gaussian, fixing the negative estimates to zero and then normalizing the distribution
halves the probability of all positive values of q0 . As a result, the test statistic should
be distributed as χ21 /2 under the null hypothesis [86]. Given this, the statistical
√
significance in units of σ for a particular value of q0 is simply Z = q0 , meaning for
3σ significance we look for q0 =9.
The computation proceeds as follows. First, choose a particular cross section,
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simulate some number of datasets with WIMPs of that cross section and the neutrino
backgrounds, and calculate the distribution of the test statistic. Then find the value
of the test statistic at the 10th percentile, meaning 90% of the time, it will be above
that value and therefore more statistically significant. If that value is less than 9,
increase the cross section; otherwise, decrease it. Then repeat until the cross section
gives q0 = 9; this is the 3σ discovery limit for the WIMP mass considered. Figure 5.3
shows one step in this process.
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis and under the
hypothesis σSDp = 2.2 × 10−42 cm2 for a 3 GeV WIMP, computed with
10,000 datasets. The dotted lines show the 10th percentile and the point
of 3σ significance. In this case, the true cross section is slightly larger
than the first value attempted.
This method relies on differences in the energy spectra of DM and neutrinos
to statistically discriminate. Bubble chambers do not measure the recoil energy of
events, however, and therefore the sensitivity is limited. This must be reflected in the
discovery limits. One can account for the lack of energy resolution in the likelihood
function by simply taking the total event rates as a Poisson variable and multiplying
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by the likelihoods of the nuisance parameters. This is the same resulting likelihood
function as if the regular likelihood function were convolved with a flat function across
all recoil energies, representing the response of a detector with no energy resolution.
In the case of a WIMP mass where the WIMP recoil spectrum closely resembles that
of a neutrino source, one would expect the discovery limits with and without energy
resolution to converge, as the statistical discrimination would rely on total event rates
alone.
Figure 5.4 shows the discovery limits for C3 F8 both with and without energy
information. It is clear from the figure that the more distinct features of the discovery
limit associated with WIMP masses where the recoil spectrum closely mimics that
of a neutrino source are not present. The neutrino floor determined in this original
work has been used as the standard for C3 F8 chambers since. However, there are good
reasons for individual experiments to recalculate the floor in this method according
to their own specifications. For one, individual experiments may use additional data
that allows for better discrimination at large statistics than was accounted for in the
original work, such as timing or directionality information. Another reason is that
the exposure and energy thresholds used in the original calculation are unrealistic,
and do not accurately represent the discovery potential of current experiments.
My work focuses primarily on the first concern, that the discovery potential may
be too conservative in the absence of all possible parameters that are expected to differ
between dark matter and the neutrino backgrounds. The two most significant ways
in which the detection potential can be increased are by including time information
and event directionality. As the dominant neutrino backgrounds come from the sun,
while WIMP events are expected to align with the motion of the Earth through
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Figure 5.4: The neutrino floor for C3 F8 calculated with and without energy resolution
(Figure 5 from Ref. [82]).
the DM halo, including terms in the likelihood function describing the likelihood of
obtaining data from a particular direction can increase the discovery potential. As
PICO does not have the capability to discern event directionality, we focus on using
timing information.
Before producing a neutrino floor incorporating timing information, the original
neutrino floor was recalculated to validate the code. Figure 5.5 shows the neutrino
floor as defined in the low mass region calculated in the original work and reproduced
here. Small discrepancies can be attributed to statistical fluctuations from the Monte
Carlo datasets. In the high mass region, an inconsistency in the original paper was
identified. The sharp drop-off in the discovery limit (at approximately 8.5 GeV/c2
in Figure 5.4) should occur at the lowest WIMP mass at which the discovery limit
computed with the energy threshold and exposure chosen for the high mass region
is stronger than that for the low mass region. However, the energy threshold in
the high mass region was said to be 47.7 keV, meaning that from basic kinematics
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any WIMPs with masses below 14 GeV/c2 wouldn’t be detectable as the maximum
recoil energy would be lower than the threshold. The sudden increase in sensitivity
should therefore not occur until 14 GeV/c2 , the lowest mass capable of causing recoils
above the threshold. I contacted the authors about the discrepancy, and corresponded
briefly with one, but the author who performed the calculation has not yet responded.
For this reason I leave the source of the discrepancy unexplained and disregard their
calculation in the high mass region.
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Figure 5.5: The original discovery limit with energy from Ref. [82] and the reproduction with my code.

5.5

Discovery Limits with Timing Information

With this validation of the code completed, modifications can be made to account for
the timing differences between WIMP and neutrino signals. As the relative motion of
the Earth and the DM halo changes over the course of a year, the event rate spectrum
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is expected to change as well. Likewise, the solar neutrino flux is expected to vary
with a period of one year. This is due to the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit; the flux
should be maximal at perihelion and minimal at aphelion, representing a difference
of about 7% [87, 88, 89]. Figure 5.6 shows the event rate spectrum considering
spin-dependent scattering on fluorine in June and December on the left and the rate
expected from both neutrinos and WIMPs on the right. Accounting for these two
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Figure 5.6: Left: Differential WIMP recoil rate in June and December, showing the
slight difference in the spectrum that leads to an annual modulation.
Right: The rate of WIMP and neutrino events for the threshold and
exposure previously defined for computing discovery limits in the low
mass region.
annual modulations, the event rate as a function of time, in counts per day (cpd),
can be expressed as:






2π
2π
R(t) = A cos
(t − Pχ ) + B cos
(t − Pν ) + C × fLT (t)
365
365

(5.6)

where A and B are the amplitude parameters and Pχ and Pν are the modulation
phases for the WIMP and neutrino signal modulations respectively, and C is the
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constant term describing the non-modulating base event rate from the two aforementioned sources, in addition to atmospheric and DSNB neutrinos, whose rates are
treated as constant. The period of both oscillations is fixed to one year. fLT (t) is a
function defined as 1 when the detector is live and 0 otherwise. This term is important when applied to real datasets, as the detector is frequently inactive during the
compression and expansion phases of the event cycle, and this must be accounted for
in the expected modulation of events.
The un-binned log-likelihood function for obtaining a dataset given the parameters
is given by [90]:
Z

T1

ln L = −

R(t)dt +
T0

N
X
i=1

n

ν
1X
ln R (ti ) −
2 j=1



µνj − µνj
σνj

2
(5.7)

where the first two terms account for differences in the expected and observed rates,
and the last term is from the Gaussian likelihood functions describing the uncertainties on the neutrino fluxes. The µνj are the nuisance parameters, while the µνj are
the expected number of events from each neutrino source νj , with uncertainty σνj .
The phases are treated as fixed for now, and the amplitude terms, which themselves
are functions of the WIMP-nucleon cross section and the neutrino fluxes, are fit under the conditional maximum likelihood and true maximum likelihood. Again, the
parameter of interest is the cross section and the neutrino fluxes are treated as nuisance parameters. To ensure that the likelihood function is unbiased, the maximum
likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the expected number of events from each source can
be computed for simulated datasets and compared to the true values. Figure 5.7
shows the histograms of the MLEs for all sources considered. From the histograms, it
is clear that the MLEs cluster around the true values, indicating that the likelihood
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function is indeed unbiased.
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Figure 5.7: Histograms of the MLEs of the expected number of neutrino events from
each source. The mean of the MLE for each source is plotted as a dashed
pink line, while the true value is plotted as a solid blue line.

Using the same method as described above, the discovery limit incorporating
timing information can be computed. Again, datasets are simulated for a particular
cross section, and then the cross section is adjusted depending on the value of the
test statistic. In the original work, the exposure for each region was specified, but
the target mass and livetime were not. In this calculation, the livetime was set to 10
years to ensure sufficient timing information was acquired, and the target mass was
scaled down to keep the exposure the same. This calculation was performed across
both the high mass and low mass regions. In the high mass region, it was observed
that the test statistic deviated significantly from the distribution predicted by Wilks’
theorem, so the distribution of the test statistic was computed manually under the
null hypothesis by simulating datasets with no WIMP events and calculating q0 .
To compare to the case with no energy resolution or timing information, the discovery limit was also calculated with the rate fixed to a constant, with no modulation.
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As examining the test statistic when no timing or energy information is present indicated significant deviations from the distribution predicted by Wilks’ theorem, it
was again calculated manually for this case. The resulting discovery limits are shown
in Figure 5.8, with the most recent PICO-60 limit plotted as well for context [43].
The band in which the discovery limit is expected to fall, computed using Poisson
statistics in the previous section, is plotted in light blue. This is a useful sanity check
to ensure that the computed discovery limit with timing information is reasonable.
The floor as calculated in Ref. [82] is also plotted, and is observed to be significantly greater than the floor calculated here, but consistent with the floor under the
invalid assumption that Wilks’ theorem holds. This can be attributed to the deviation of the distribution of the test statistic from the asymptotic form assumed by
Wilks’ theorem. Indeed, Wilks’ theorem is valid as the number of events approaches
infinity, so with finite exposures small deviations should be expected to appear. This
illustrates the need to not apply Wilks’ theorem carelessly, as certain conditions must
be satisfied, and where those conditions are not met, the behaviour of the test statistic
can skew the results significantly.
The plot shows that no clear improvement is obtained by using timing information in the low mass region and only a marginal improvement is observed in the
high mass region. This is likely in part because the uncertainty on the neutrino
fluxes is large compared to the size of the modulation, and also because statistical
fluctuations of approximately 10% dominate in both regions, obscuring any smaller
effects. Nonetheless, this likelihood function incorporating timing information can be
used to further explore the possibility of discovery dark matter using the expected
annual modulation. This new calculation also revealed flaws with the neutrino floor
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Figure 5.8: The discovery limit computed without energy resolution, with and without timing information for C3 F8 . The difference between the original
neutrino floor calculated without energy resolution and the one here is
due to an invalid application of Wilks’ theorem.
currently used to show the best reach of PICO detectors, and can replace the prior
overly-conservative result in future PICO publications.

5.6

Annual Modulation Sensitivity

In the last section it was demonstrated that annual modulation sensitivity can be incorporated into calculations of discovery limits imposed by the CEνNS backgrounds.
There, I assumed the conventional definition of the neutrino floor, which uses thresholds and exposures to determine the maximum theoretical reach of detectors, but does
not consider technical limitations. In this section the annual modulation sensitivity
is studied again; specifically, the degree to which future detectors are sensitive to this
modulation in the WIMP signal.
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If a detection is claimed based on applying the profile likelihood method described
in the last section to a real dataset, the only definitive conclusion to be drawn is that
a signal was seen which was sufficiently in excess of, or timed differently from the
neutrino backgrounds, to constitute a statistically significant discovery. The nature
of that signal, however, cannot be determined by that method alone. It is therefore
possible that any signal observed could result from an unexpected background source,
which need not be modulating if the rate is sufficiently high. To identify such a signal
as dark matter, particularly in the absence of energy resolution, one must show that
the signal is consistent with the predictions of a DM signal. Fitting the signal rate
to a cosine function and then determining the degree to which those fit parameters
agree with the predictions is one such way to verify the origin of the signal. The rate
is again given by equation 5.6. Likewise, the same likelihood function can be used,
but with a slight modification to the nuisance parameters:
Z

T1

ln L = −

R(t)dt +
T0

N
X
i=1

n

r
1X
ln R (ti ) −
2 j=1



rj − rj
σj

2
(5.8)

In this equation the rj are the rate parameters and the σj are their respective uncertainties. To study the modulation signal specifically, A and Pχ are taken as the
parameters of interest, and the remaining rate parameters are treated as nuisance
parameters. Again, the uncertainties of the nuisance parameters are captured by the
Gaussian likelihood functions. As the primary neutrino signal is from 8 B solar neutrinos and events from other sources are negligible at the exposures considered, the
total neutrino flux from all sources is combined. The uncertainty on the total neutrino
flux was determined to be 16% as on the 8 B flux, since other neutrino sources make
negligible contributions to the error budget in comparison. The expected modulation
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amplitude of the neutrino signal is calculated from 2µν /365.25 and the uncertainty
is 16% of that value, where  is the eccentricity in the Earth’s orbit. The uncertainty
on the total rate is then 16% of the rate in cpd, µν /365.25. For the phase of the solar
neutrino annual modulation, the uncertainty is taken to be 10 days.
The profile likelihood method can then be used to compute 90% confidence intervals in the amplitude and phase of the dark matter signal. In this case, A and Pχ
are set to particular values at which the confidence level is to be determined. These
values constitute the null hypothesis, H0 . The true modulation parameters represent
the alternative hypothesis, H1 . If the value of the test statistic constructed from the
profile likelihood ratio is large, the null hypothesis is rejected. By testing an array of
values of A and Pχ as the null hypothesis, the confidence level at which they can be
rejected for the alternative hypothesis can be determined, thereby tracing out confidence levels in the amplitude-phase parameter space. The likelihood ratio is defined
as:



λ=

∗

ˆ ˆ ˆ
Pχ∗ |B̂, Ĉ, Pˆν

L A = A , Pχ =


L Â, Pˆχ , B̂, Ĉ, Pˆν


(5.9)

Again, the test statistic −2 ln λ can be used. In this case, as the null hypothesis fixes
both the phase and the amplitude of the modulation, the difference in degrees of freedom between the numerator and denominator of the likelihood ratio is 2. Accordingly,
Wilks’ theorem tells us that test statistic should be distributed as a χ2 distribution
with two degrees of freedom; this was verified before proceeding. This means that the
one-sided confidence interval can be obtained by selecting the value of the test statistic at which the integral of the chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom
to that point is 90% of the total. To find particular confidence levels in the amplitudephase parameter space, a particular phase is chosen, and then a dichotomous search
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method is used to find the maximum amplitude at which the test statistic gives the
appropriate confidence level. In case at any phase 0-modulation amplitude may be
excluded, the test statistic is also checked there to determine whether a minimum
amplitude must be obtained as well.
To conduct a preliminary test of the sensitivity of future PICO detectors to annual
modulations in the DM signal, we take the lowest non-excluded cross section at the
mass at which previous PICO detectors were most sensitive: a WIMP of mass 25
GeV/c2 with a SDp cross section of 2.5×10−41 cm2 . Datasets were simulated assuming
a threshold of 2.8 keV and three different livetimes, and the confidence levels were
determined for these values. The results are shown in Figure 5.9. From the figure, it
is clear that PICO-500 will not be sufficiently sensitive to observe a modulation in the
DM signal. No matter the phase, the 0-modulation amplitude can not be excluded
to 90% confidence.
While this analysis shows that PICO-500 will not be sufficiently large to detect
a DM signal based on the annual modulation alone, it does provide some useful
guidance for planning new detector running conditions. Without considering annual
modulations, the exposure can be increased by increasing both the target mass and
the livetime, with no preference for one over the other. When searching for annual
modulations, however, it is useful to know how increasing both the target mass and the
livetime affect the modulation sensitivity. Naively, one would assume that increasing
the livetime and target mass by a particular factor would have an equal impact on the
physics reach. Figure 5.10 shows a plot of the confidence level at which a 0-modulation
amplitude can be excluded for the expected DM phase over a range of livetimes and
masses, while contours of constant exposure are overlaid. It is clear that the degree of
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Figure 5.9: The 90% confidence level for PICO-500 operating at a 2.8 keV threshold
for one, five, and ten years. In all three cases, PICO-500 is not sufficiently
sensitive to rule out the case of 0-modulation.
modulation sensitivity does not scale directly with exposure. This shows that there is
some advantage to be gained by preferentially increasing the livetime over the target
mass even beyond livetimes less than one full year if the goal is to identify DM based
on the annual modulation signature.
This analysis can be extended to the more broad parameter space as well. The
confidence level at which 0-modulation amplitude could be excluded at the expected
DM phase was computed for a range of WIMP masses and cross sections with a 2.8
keV threshold for 2 live-years; the resulting heat-map is shown in Figure 5.11. From
this plot it is clear that larger target masses are required to claim a discovery based
on the signal modulation alone at cross sections above the C3 F8 neutrino floor. All
of the parameter space in which PICO-500 would be capable of detecting an annual
modulation signal has already been excluded by other experiments, with the exception
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Figure 5.10: The sensitivity to annual modulations with livetime and mass. Lines of
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of a sliver at low WIMP masses that could be accessible if PICO-500 proves to be
capable of running at a lower threshold without being dominated by ER backgrounds.

5.7

Application to Exclusion Limits

In section 5.4, the profile likelihood ratio was used to set discovery limits by choosing
a test statistic defined to be non-zero only in the case where the likelihood for a given
dataset favours a non-zero number of events. The distribution of this test statistic
was then used to quantify the significance of one such dataset in which the maximum
likelihood estimate favours a deviation from the null hypothesis. This section outlines
how this method could be modified to set exclusion limits for future use.
In this section, rather than computing the statistical significance of a discovery
— that is, eliminating the null hypothesis of no DM events to some significance —
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Figure 5.11: PICO-500 sensitivity to annual modulations in the DM mass and cross
section parameter space.
we instead find the cross section at which 90% of datasets would give a lower value
of the test statistic. To implement this change, the likelihood ratio can be modified
as follows [91].
ˆˆ
L σχ−n = σ, φ~ν
λ (σ) =


ˆ
L σχ−n
ˆ , φ~ν



(5.10)

This likelihood ratio for some value of σ can then be used to construct a test statistic:

q0 =




−2 ln λ (σ), if σ̂ < σ


0,

(5.11)

if σ̂ > σ

Computing the test statistic for an individual dataset with a given cross section, and
then varying that cross section until it falls at the value greater than 90% of the
distribution gives the lowest cross section that can be excluded [92].
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Discovery limits are by design used to compute the best possible reach of experiments if the exposures were arbitrarily large and all non-neutrino backgrounds were
eliminated. When setting limits, these assumptions clearly can no longer be applied.
The exposure considered is the true exposure of the detector, rather than the exposure at which the neutrino backgrounds saturate the detector, and the likelihood
function must account for a realistic estimate of the other background sources. These
backgrounds can be taken into account by modifying the rate function and likelihood.
The timing of the backgrounds should be accounted for in the rate function, while
constraints on the expected number of events can be added to the likelihood function.
Once data is collected that includes backgrounds from neutrinos and other sources,
this method can be applied to produce stronger limits.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work

6.1

Summary and Conclusions

After a brief introduction in chapter 1, chapter 2 provided an overview of all the
background physics required to understand DM direct detection and the motivations
behind the work described in this thesis. In chapter 3, the principle of operation of
PICO detectors and the particular elements of a few past and future detectors was
discussed. In that chapter, the need for developing a strong optical system for future
detectors was motivated.
Chapter 4 described in detail the process of designing and implementing a retroreflector to maximize the quality of the optical system. That process combined experimental results with ray tracing simulations to produce a comprehensive understanding of the behaviour of the retroreflector in PICO-40L. The experimental results
provided a quantitative method of comparing retroreflective materials, and were also
implemented in the ray tracing simulations for improved realism.
The new retroreflector was successfully installed in PICO-40L and first images allowed its performance to be measured. By comparing the first images from PICO-40L
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to the ray tracing simulations, the distortion of the selected cameras was determined
to be 30%. While simulations showed that the intensity would vary across the chamber by only 20%, the first real image showed the intensity varying by 51%. The
discrepancy is likely due to reflections that were not fully accounted for in the ray
tracing simulations. Despite this discrepancy, the intensity variation across the chamber in regions visible to only one row of cameras was still much less than in PICO-60,
where the dark region was only 28% as bright as the central region. The improved
optics are expected to significantly improve the performance of the bubble-finding
algorithm. In addition, the radioactivity of the retroreflector has been substantially
reduced, resulting in fewer expected neutron events per year.
In chapter 5, neutrino backgrounds in DM detectors were discussed, and two
definitions of the neutrino floor were explored. A new neutrino floor for C3 F8 was
then computed using timing information to improve the discovery potential. This
provided a more realistic picture of the discovery potential of PICO detectors, as it
included information not accounted for in the original work. This calculation also
uncovered an error in the original neutrino floor for C3 F8 , emphasizing the need for
a new calculation.
A similar method was then used to explore the possibility of detecting annual
modulations in a DM signal in PICO-500. It became clear that any annual modulation
observed in PICO-500 would not be sufficiently statistically significant to claim a DM
discovery, unless the ER background could be sufficiently suppressed by operating at
low pressure to allow for lower threshold runs. In studying the significance of annual
modulation signals, however, it was noted that increasing detector livetime has a
much greater impact on the discovery potential than increasing the target mass,
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providing valuable direction for run planning on future detectors. While the case
used to illustrate this considered long exposures, if the low threshold runs indicate
evidence of a DM signal at lower WIMP masses, the conclusions can still be applied to
improve the statistical significance of the observations without requiring unreasonably
long livetimes.

6.2

Future Work

While the ray tracing code that was used to design the retroreflector proved to be
immensely useful in producing simulated images of the PICO-40L detector, applications of the code extend beyond detector design. Images captured during data taking
are used to determine bubble multiplicity and position. To do this, a 3-dimensional
reconstruction of light rays propagating through the detector is required. This will
allow for multiple images to be combined into bubble positions using a lookup table.
Producing this lookup table is a key next step in the image analysis for PICO-40L,
which can only be completed in the coming months once the detector is operational
and real image data is available.
The discovery limits produced using timing information can continually be modified as more information about bubble nucleation and the backgrounds is understood.
If further molecular dynamics simulations indicate the potential exists for extracting
directionality from multiple acoustic signals of bubble formation, accounting for this
term in the likelihood function will further increase the potential for DM detections
below the conventional neutrino floor. Once enough calibrations at a variety of thresholds have been performed to produce a threshold-independent efficiency model, the
uncertainty in the nucleation efficiency can also be taken into account. As the energy
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spectra of neutrinos and WIMPs are expected to differ, including an energy threshold
model in the likelihood function will allow for these differences to be exploited when
taking data over multiple thresholds.
In addition to producing discovery limits, the profile likelihood method can be
used to produce exclusion limits. This is most useful when multiple background
events are present, as the differences in timing can be exploited to improve exclusion
limits over those from simply counting events within the acceptance window. When
the ER background rates are better understood, these backgrounds can be included
as well, allowing for a full likelihood analysis of datasets to be used when producing
new limits.
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